BOXED IN
The True Cost of Extreme Isolation in New York's Prisons
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“I guess they forget people make mistakes which land them in jail & the fact that we was living a normal life, too, before our conviction. It’s sad the things we have to go through just to make it home in one piece. . .

Donell, incarcerated at Upstate Correctional Facility

“A fair criticism that can be made is whether or not we’re placing the right inmate in disciplinary segregation and are we keeping them there longer than necessary.”

Brian Fischer, Commissioner, New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision, Albany Times Union, August 2012

“I’ll be the first to admit – we overuse it.”

Commissioner Fischer, January 2012, at New York State Bar Association Panel on Solitary Confinement

“. . . I still be having a lot of mood swings lately, I don’t be meaning any harm I just be mad at my situation . . .

. . . It gets real lonely in here, especially if you don’t have family to communicate with or send you books. I’m grateful to have that, but after you be in this cell for so long it hard to keep your mind outside of these four walls, all you have is memories.”

Donell, incarcerated at Upstate Correctional Facility
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Every day, nearly 4,500 prisoners across New York live in extreme isolation, deprived of all meaningful human interaction or mental stimulation, confined to the small, barren cells where they spend 23 hours a day. Disembodied hands deliver meals through a slot in the cell door. “Recreation” offers no reprieve: An hour, alone, in an empty, outdoor pen, no larger than the cell, enclosed by high concrete walls or thick metal grates. No activities, programs or classes break up the day. No phone calls are allowed. Few personal possessions are permitted. These prisoners languish in isolation for days, weeks, months and even years on end.

What occurs inside our prisons may seem remote, but it affects all New Yorkers. It impacts public safety: Of the roughly 56,000 people incarcerated in New York’s prisons,1 about 25,000 are released and return to our communities each year, bringing their prison experiences home with them.2 It reflects how we allocate increasingly scarce public resources: New York spends about $60,000 a prisoner – or $2.7 billion on state prisons – per year.3 And it raises essential questions about how we value and protect human dignity.

Each of these concerns is directly implicated by an ongoing phenomenon behind New York’s prison walls – the use of “solitary confinement” as punishment on an unprecedented scale and for extraordinary lengths of time.

New York employs an unusual brand of “solitary confinement.” Roughly half of the 4,500 prisoners in “solitary confinement” spend 23 hours a day locked down alone in an isolation cell. The other half are locked down in an isolation cell with another prisoner – a practice known as “double-celling,” which forces two strangers into intimate, constant proximity. The New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) uses the term “extreme isolation” throughout this report to capture New York’s particular practice of subjecting one or two prisoners in a cell to the conditions most commonly understood as “solitary confinement.”

The purpose of extreme isolation is the absolute deprivation of meaningful human interaction and mental stimulation. Extreme isolation results in forced idleness and the complete cessation of education and rehabilitation. Like extreme isolation, prisoner separation, long an accepted corrections practice, removes violent or vulnerable prisoners from the general prison population. But unlike extreme isolation, separation aims to preserve, as much as possible, the social interaction, education and rehabilitation that maintains prisoners’ psychological and physical well-being and supports a productive return to society.

Over the past two decades, New York has spent hundreds of millions of dollars to build and operate an extensive network of extreme isolation cells, which the New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS) calls “Special Housing Units” or “SHUs” – and prisoners call “the Box.” New York has nearly 5,000 SHU beds located in 39 prisons across the state,4 including two dedicated extreme isolation prisons – Upstate and Southport Correctional Facilities – which cost about $76 million a year to operate.5 From 2007 to 2011, New York issued more than 68,100 sentences to extreme isolation for violations of prison rules.6 The average sentence was five months, although many prisoners are held in extreme isolation for years.7

The NYCLU set out to investigate New York’s use of extreme isolation. We explored the history that led to the emergence and expansion of the practice in New York. We asked who New York subjects to extreme isolation, for what reasons, and for how long. We sought to understand and articulate its effects on prisoners and their families, as well as an often-overlooked population – the corrections staff assigned to watch them. We compared New York’s use of extreme isolation with practices in other states and asked if the widespread use of the practice violates legal
standards. Finally, we considered how reforming the use of extreme isolation would affect the safety of New York’s prisons and communities.

In order to answer these questions, the NYCLU conducted an intensive year-long investigation. We communicated with more than 100 prisoners who have spent significant amounts of time – in one case, more than 20 years – inside a SHU cell. We interviewed family members and corrections staff. We consulted corrections experts, mental health professionals, lawyers and academics. We read decades of DOCCS reports and press coverage recounting the history of New York’s SHU expansion. We researched the scientific and academic literature regarding the use and effects of extreme isolation. We studied domestic and international legal standards governing extreme isolation and the steps undertaken by other states to reform their use of the practice. Finally, we reviewed DOCCS’ internal regulations and policies and analyzed thousands of pages of official DOCCS records obtained through New York’s open records laws.

Findings

Based on a year of study and analysis, the NYCLU found that New York’s use of extreme isolation is arbitrary, inhumane and unsafe.

**New York’s use of extreme isolation is arbitrary and unjustified.** Extreme isolation is too frequently used as a disciplinary tool of first resort. Corrections officials have enormous discretion to impose extreme isolation as a disciplinary sanction. Prisoners can be sent to the SHU for prolonged periods of time for violating a broad range of prison rules, including for minor, non-violent misbehavior. As a result, the SHU sweeps in a wide swath of prisoners, including those uniquely vulnerable to conditions of extreme isolation, such as juveniles, the elderly, and people with mental illness or substance abuse issues. This same discretion permits bias to corrupt the disciplinary process, as suggested by the disproportionate number of black prisoners in the SHU.

**Extreme isolation harms prisoners and corrections staff.** Extreme isolation causes emotional and psychological harm, inducing apathy, lethargy, anxiety, depression, despair, rage and uncontrollable impulses, even among the healthy and mentally stable. For the vulnerable, particularly those with mental illness, extreme isolation can be devastating and potentially life-threatening. The emotional and psychological harm prisoners experience in extreme isolation is compounded by the formal and informal deprivation of basic necessities, including food, exercise and basic hygiene. Prisoners buckling under the emotional and psychological weight of isolation and deprivation often lack access to adequate medical and mental health care. For corrections staff, working in extreme isolation has lasting negative consequences that affect their lives at work and home.

**Extreme isolation negatively impacts prison and community safety.** People in extreme isolation find its psychological effects fuel unpredictable and sometimes violent outbursts. These outbursts endanger the prisoners...
themselves, as well as other prisoners and corrections staff, who have few resources to manage prisoners struggling under the toll of extreme isolation. Prisoners with mental health issues fare even worse, some resorting to self-harm and suicide. Prisoners carry the effects of extreme isolation back into the general prison population. They also carry them home. Nearly 2,000 people in New York are released directly from extreme isolation to the streets each year. While in the SHU, prisoners receive no educational, vocational, rehabilitative or transitional programming, leaving them less prepared to successfully rejoin society.

Quick Guide to Boxed In

Section I, The Box, provides an introduction to extreme isolation, explains why the NYCLU undertook its investigation of extreme isolation in New York prisons and describes the report’s methodology.

Section II, Building the Box, recounts New York’s history with extreme isolation and the factors that drove and enabled its modern resurgence.

Section III, Box Hits, describes DOCCS’ process for placing prisoners in extreme isolation and provides a demographic and statistical overview of who serves time in extreme isolation, for what reasons, and for how long.

Section IV, Life in the Box, provides first-hand accounts of prisoners, corrections staff and family members regarding their respective experiences living, working and supporting loved ones in extreme isolation.

Section V, Thinking Outside the Box, outlines the NYCLU’s findings, discusses recent reforms in other states, describes an emerging consensus among international human rights bodies and legal scholars critiquing extreme isolation and advocates for evidence-based practices that would end the use of extreme isolation in New York prisons.

RECOMMENDATIONS

New York’s arbitrary, inhumane and unsafe use of extreme isolation has led to an urgent human rights crisis. Extreme isolation is not synonymous with prisoner separation, which has long been an accepted corrections practice. Corrections officials can separate and remove violent or vulnerable prisoners from the general prison population without subjecting them to the punishing physical and psychological deprivation of extreme isolation – a point of consensus among corrections officials in other states, legal scholars and international human rights bodies.

New York must end its use of extreme isolation by:

1. adopting stringent criteria, protocols and safeguards for separating violent or vulnerable prisoners, to ensure that prisoners are separated only in limited and legitimate circumstances for the briefest period and under the least restrictive conditions practicable; and

2. auditing the current population in extreme isolation to identify people who should not be in the SHU, transitioning them back to the general prison population and reducing the number of SHU beds accordingly.

These steps will align New York’s prisons with smart and effective evidence-based corrections practices. They will improve the safety of our prisons and communities, bring New York into compliance with international human rights law and emerging legal standards, and reaffirm our commitment to respecting basic human dignity.
I. THE BOX

Introduction

On September 5, 2015, Adrian* will return home after spending more than 1,600 consecutive days in a room the size of a typical elevator. Adrian lives in the “Special Housing Unit” (SHU) at Southport Correctional Facility, located in Pine City, an hour outside of Ithaca. Since his arrival there in February 2011, Adrian has spent 23 to 24 hours a day alone, inside the Box. His one hour outside the Box is in a fenced-in recreation pen, smaller than Adrian’s cell, which prisoners and staff alike call a human kennel. Inside the kennel, Adrian can glimpse the sky through heavy metal grates and hear the din of other isolated inmates.

On his cell wall, the 26-year-old has taped a newspaper photo of an executive’s corner office, with glass walls and city views. Adrian dreams of the life he will live outside, but in the SHU, he does not have access to educational programs or vocational training. When Adrian nears his release, he will receive no transitional services to prepare for his re-entry to society. Like nearly 2,000 other New York prisoners each year, Adrian will be released from extreme isolation directly to the street.

Like most people who end up in the SHU, Adrian was placed in extreme isolation as punishment. Because Adrian has received additional SHU time for disciplinary infractions committed while at Southport, his original two-year SHU sentence has been extended to nearly five.

Adrian is already serving the rest of his sentence in extreme isolation, so if he’s found to break a rule – like talking back or refusing to return a food tray – punishment with additional SHU time is meaningless. Instead, corrections officials may punish Adrian with food, by placing him on “the loaf,” a hard, tasteless brick of bread-and-vegetable matter served with water and a wedge of raw cabbage three times a day.

But corrections officers (COs) also use food to punish Adrian informally. His meals have arrived covered with hair or spoiled. Sometimes meals don’t come at all, an occurrence that happens so often that prisoners have a name for it: a “drive-by.” COs “drive-by” Adrian’s cell without delivering his meal, or leave a covered tray with no food beneath the cover. Adrian has quickly learned that in the Box, little can be taken for granted.

***

On May 16, 2012, Marcus marked his 120th day in extreme isolation at Upstate Correctional Facility, in Malone, a town on the Canadian border. Inside a concrete cell about the size of a parking space, the 22-year-old spent 23 hours a day locked down with another prisoner.

For four months, Marcus had little human contact beyond his cellmate. The two men urinated and defecated in clear view of each other. They showered in an open steel cabinet in the corner of the cell. Water flowed three times a week, for 15 minutes. Both men stripped down and washed in sequence: One stepped out, dripping onto the concrete floor, as the other stepped in, all before the clock ran out.

Like Adrian, Marcus received an hour a day of recreation. At the beginning of the hour, a metal door at one end of the cell, controlled remotely by prison guards, swung open. Marcus could step out into a rec pen, where he could hear and see other isolated prisoners in their rec pens – shouting, cursing, babbling – until the rec doors clamped shut.

Marcus was sent to the Box for misbehavior in the general prison population: tattooing his own hands (a broken star, with his initials at the center), smoking in the bathroom, failing to report for work duty and visiting another prisoner’s dormitory.

*Prisoners are represented by pseudonyms to protect individual privacy and safety.
Soon after he arrived at Upstate, Marcus began to notice changes in himself: Anxiety and depression that suddenly shifted into uncontrollable bursts of aggression and violence that he took out on his cellmate. Impulses to do something. But extreme isolation means doing nothing. By design, extreme isolation affords no opportunity to take classes, learn a trade or otherwise prepare for life after prison. Instead, Marcus and his cellmate spent their days pacing, sleeping, reading, writing. Always, waiting. Waiting for time to run out; waiting to leave the Box.

***

Malone native Dan Benware worked for a quarter-century as a DOCCS corrections counselor. In his last decade on the job, Benware, trained as a social worker, witnessed the dramatic increase in New York’s use of extreme isolation. He saw the effects on prisoners he counseled who returned from extreme isolation to the general prison population: men who were broken, filled with uncontrollable rage or who had succumbed to deep depression.

Benware also saw the effects of extreme isolation on his close friends and neighbors, the men and women who worked at Upstate. Prisoners’ responses to extreme isolation frequently boiled over into violent hostility and erratic behavior; mental illness flourished. COs at Upstate felt as cooped-up as the prisoners they guarded. Although the state expected COs to manage prisoners in extreme isolation – many with mental illness or histories of substance abuse – most COs were hired with only a high school diploma or GED. For many, Benware says, what they did and saw inside the prison affected their personal lives and their families.

Monsignor Dennis Duprey, pastor of St. Peter’s Church in Plattsburgh, served as Upstate’s chaplain from the day it opened in 1998 until 2003. He knows the toll that extreme isolation takes on COs: “A system that asks COs to walk into a place for eight hours a day at a minimum, where the people they look after ... do not trust a single word they say, or a single action they do – that’s not a wonderful way to conduct human relationships. When they go home, officers have trouble with their own relationships, with their sons and daughters; they treat them like inmates.”

Both Benware and Duprey understand that violent and vulnerable prisoners must be separated from others. But both men say that separating prisoners does not have to entail extreme isolation. They are baffled that thousands of prisoners, men like Marcus and Adrian, have been placed in the SHU for breaking minor prison rules, drug-related infractions or routine scuffles in the prison yard. These infractions merit a response, to be sure, but a response that is proportional to the offense.

“When we live, it’s a large farming community,” Benware said. “We have laws on the books against cattle being confined to these huge, huge barns. The Department of Agriculture watches for that type of abuse. ... Yet when it comes to human beings, we are keeping them in cages that wouldn’t be fit for our cows... It doesn’t take half a brain to realize, we’re not going to get a good product out of this. It’s a Holocaust in our own backyard that few people know about.”

***
Lynn Finley knows firsthand what Benware and Duprey are talking about. Her son spent five months in extreme isolation at Upstate after he was discovered taking medication, prescribed during a pre-incarceration detox program, without official authorization. Depressed and “hopeless” in extreme isolation, Finley said, her son’s despair turned into constant hyper-alertness and overwhelming anxiety.

Finley has only one child. Yet on the occasions when she was able to travel the four hours from her home in Albany to Upstate, she barely recognized her son. He lost 30 pounds in the SHU, Finley said.

His hands cuffed and secured to a waist chain, Finley’s son and the other prisoners were brought by COs to the visiting room. Each man was placed in a numbered cage, physically separated from his visitor. Inside each cage, small slots at table height allow enough room for a vending-machine food packet or a hand-clasp, no more.

The negative effects of the SHU persisted after her son returned to the general prison population.

“He’s emotionally damaged,” Finley said, adding that her son was terrified of being with other prisoners and terrified of returning to the Box.

“[My son] had a serious addiction problem and he was trying to treat it,” Finley said. “Instead of facilitating his recovery, the prison system punished him severely with extreme isolation. It’s absolutely baffling, and one of the hardest things I’ve had to witness as a mother.”

***

These five stories are representative of the tens of thousands of human lives marked by extreme isolation each year in New York. Prisoners experience the daily effects of extreme isolation and its indelible consequences. Corrections staff, who must manage the anxiety, anger and mental illness of men in extreme isolation, endure consequences in their personal and professional lives. Family members on the outside, unable to readily communicate or support their loved ones in isolation, also undergo a particular kind of punishment, imposed on the innocent. New Yorkers collectively bear the expense of the hundreds of millions of dollars it costs to incarcerate people in extreme isolation and we all live in the communities that prisoners will return to when they are released. The NYCLU undertook this study to document the true costs – for all of us – of New York’s use of extreme isolation.

**Prying the Box Open**

What occurs behind prison walls is murky. What occurs inside a “prison within a prison,” as many describe New York’s SHUs, is murkier still. The NYCLU produced this report to ensure that all New Yorkers, including policymakers and corrections officials, have information regarding the use and effects of extreme isolation in New York prisons.

From September 2011 to October 2012, the NYCLU conducted an intensive year-long investigation of the social, economic and human costs of extreme isolation in New York prisons. To understand those costs, the NYCLU relied on a variety of quantitative and qualitative sources of information.

First, the NYCLU communicated with more than 100 prisoners. Most were housed at Southport and Upstate Correctional Facilities, although the NYCLU also communicated with prisoners isolated in other SHUs across the state.

† Where prisoners’ letters are quoted, they are quoted verbatim, with spelling and grammatical errors intact. Below are the pseudonyms of prisoners quoted throughout the report and the SHU facilities where they were housed during the course of the NYCLU’s investigation; some have been in both facilities, over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstate</th>
<th>Southport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chris, Miguel, Daniel, Marcus, Kevin, Samuel, Donell, Daryl</td>
<td>Adrian, Trevor, Tevin, Na’im, Stephan, Justin, Hector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over the last two decades, New York has employed extreme isolation on a massive and unprecedented scale.

Second, the NYCLU consulted with lawyers and mental health professionals with experience representing prisoners in extreme isolation in New York. We also reviewed DOCCS’ regulations and policies and researched applicable law and legal standards. The NYCLU also consulted with attorneys and academic experts on the use of extreme isolation in other parts of the country, including states that have significantly reformed their use of extreme isolation.

Third, the NYCLU interviewed corrections employees regarding their perspectives on the use of extreme isolation and its impact on their working environment. The NYCLU also spoke with family members and friends of those in extreme isolation who described the toll of isolated confinement on themselves and their loved ones.

Finally, under the New York Freedom of Information Law (FOIL), the NYCLU obtained thousands of pages of records from DOCCS and the Office of Mental Health (OMH). These records include statistical information regarding DOCCS’ use of extreme isolation, as well as prisoners’ disciplinary and mental health histories.

Extreme isolation reaches across a broad range of institutional settings in New York: a pre-trial detainee on Rikers Island, a teenager in a juvenile detention facility, a person serving a 10-year prison sentence or an immigrant in a federal detention facility all may be subjected to extreme isolation. This report focuses on the population in New York most frequently subjected to extreme isolation: men in the state prison system.

While this report does not explore the use of extreme isolation in other New York detention settings, all facilities that employ extreme isolation share a common purpose: to cut the individual off from all meaningful human contact and mental stimulation. The effects of extreme isolation are constant despite superficial differences in the physical environment or the particular label an institution uses for its brand of extreme isolation. Accordingly, this report’s findings and conclusions about extreme isolation in New York prisons apply broadly to all detention settings in New York.

What happens in the Box is far from clear. The NYCLU’s inquiry was limited by this lack of transparency as well as DOCCS’ reluctance to provide factual information sought by the NYCLU during our investigation.

This study relies on statistics and anecdotes, hard numbers and personal experiences. But it is not a comprehensive, technical accounting of every aspect of extreme isolation in New York. Ultimately, this study is an educated glimpse inside the Box. It has answered some questions; many persist.

New York’s Boxes

New York’s SHU cells are located in dedicated extreme isolation facilities and in designated buildings or cellblocks on the grounds of New York’s minimum-, medium- and maximum-security prisons. New York has two dedicated SHU facilities – Southport, which contains 789 SHU beds, and Upstate, which contains 1,040 SHU beds. In addition, New York has eight designated SHU buildings (SHU 200s) located on the grounds of medium-security prisons, which each have 200 SHU beds. More than 70 percent of the prisoners in the SHU are concentrated at Southport,
Upstate and the SHU 200s. Finally, 29 additional minimum-, medium- and maximum-security prisons have SHU cellblocks or SHU beds separated from the general prison population.  

The extreme isolation of prisoners such as Marcus and Adrian may vary slightly but is fundamentally identical in most meaningful aspects. They are physically confined to a cell for 23 to 24 hours a day. They receive their meals through their cell door. They may recreate for one hour a day in a small cage, no larger than their cell, enclosed by concrete walls or heavy metal grating. They receive no educational, vocational or rehabilitative programming, and no transitional services to help them prepare for their return to society – even when they are soon to be released. Their personal possessions are strictly limited to legal materials and a few personal books and magazines. They are handcuffed and escorted by corrections officers every time they exit their cells, which may not be for weeks or months.

Subjecting prisoners to extreme isolation raises serious moral, social, penological and economic concerns. Over the last two decades, New York has employed extreme isolation on a massive and unprecedented scale. How New York arrived at this state of affairs is explored in Section II, Building the Box.
II. BUILDING THE BOX

The Early Life and Death of Extreme Isolation

From 1821 to 1823, New York’s Auburn state prison experimented with extreme isolation, housing a group of prisoners in individual cells “without any labor or other adequate provisions for physical exercise.” Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de Beaumont, who toured Auburn during this period, reported:

This trial, from which so happy a result had been anticipated, was fatal to the greater part of the convicts: in order to reform them, they had been submitted to complete isolation; but this absolute solitude, if nothing interrupt it, is beyond the strength of man; it destroys the criminal without intermission and without pity; it does not reform, it kills. The unfortunates, upon whom this experiment was made, fell into a state of depression, so manifest, that their keepers were struck with it; their lives seemed in danger, if they remained longer in this situation.

Both Beaumont and Tocqueville also challenged the idea that extreme isolation could aid rehabilitative efforts, noting that “this system, fatal to the health of the criminals, was likewise inefficient in producing their reform.” The governor of New York subsequently pardoned 26 of those subjected to the experiment, 14 of whom “returned after a short time after into the prison, in consequence of new offences.”

A handful of other states also experimented with extreme isolation only to quickly reject the practice. In 1890, the Supreme Court surveyed the history of extreme isolation and concluded that “experience demonstrated that there were serious objections to it.” In particular, the court described devastating psychological effects:

A considerable number of the prisoners fell, after even a short confinement, into a semi-fatuous condition, from which it was next to impossible to arouse them, and others became violently insane; others still, committed suicide; … [those who stood the ordeal better] did not recover sufficient mental activity to be of any subsequent service to the community.

By the turn of the 20th century, extreme isolation had largely ceased to be a significant feature of incarceration in America.

The Resurrection of Extreme Isolation in the United States

On October 22, 1983, prisoners at the United States Penitentiary (USP) in Marion, Ill., a federal correctional facility, killed two corrections officers in separate incidents. The warden declared a state of emergency and placed USP Marion on permanent lockdown status. For the next 23 years, all prisoners incarcerated at USP Marion were confined to their cells for 23 hours a day.

The lockdown at USP Marion prompted many states to construct or repurpose freestanding facilities entirely devoted to the extreme isolation of prisoners. By 1991, Human Rights Watch reported that 36 states, including New York, had constructed or repurposed facilities emulating USP Marion, while demonstrating “creativ[ity] … in making the
conditions particularly difficult to bear, at times surpassing the original model. Today, at least 44 states have such freestanding “supermax” facilities housing approximately 25,000 prisoners.

Many states also expanded the number of extreme isolation units within lower-security facilities. Given these varied housing arrangements, obtaining an accurate count of all prisoners confined to extreme isolation has proven elusive. In 2006, the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons, a bipartisan committee of experts, reported that the figure provided by the U.S. Department of Justice in 2000 – approximately 80,000 – was “just a fraction of the state and federal prisoners who spend weeks or months in expensive, high-security control units [within lower-security facilities] over the course of a year, and it does not capture everyone incarcerated in supermax prisons.”

Why were so many states eager to embrace the USP Marion model? The rate of incarceration in the United States began to increase dramatically in the early 1970s. From 1973 to 1993, the U.S. prison population increased by 346 percent, from roughly 204,000 to 909,000. This extraordinary growth put tremendous pressure on correctional systems, which began to experience overcrowding and attendant management and control problems.

Beginning in the 1970s, American penal culture and policy also began undergoing dramatic changes that helped support the expansion of extreme isolation. This period witnessed the birth of a newly punitive climate and the rejection of rehabilitation as a major goal of incarceration.

The construction and operation of extreme isolation facilities became “politically and publicly attractive” – potent “symbols of how ‘tough’ a jurisdiction has become.” And a new rhetoric about prisoners, and the need to house them in extreme isolation, began to emerge. Prison officials depicted a “new ‘dangerous’ prisoner,” one “more violent, more disturbed, more disruptive” – “the worst of the worst” – that had to be separated from the general prison population.

Such rhetoric was seldom supported by hard evidence. From the outset, policymakers failed to examine the link between the exponential increase in the prison population and violence – and to scrutinize whether extreme isolation was an effective response to such violence. Corrections systems failed to establish effective tracking mechanisms to analyze the efficacy of extreme isolation, exemplified by the lack of basic data on how many prisoners are even placed in such conditions. And political officials, who funneled millions to expand the use of extreme isolation, failed to consider the net costs to society when prisoners subjected to these conditions returned home. The vast majority of state prisoners do return to society; at least 95 percent will eventually be released.

New York Embraces Extreme Isolation

New York epitomized the modern trend to expand extreme isolation. In 1991, the state converted Southport Correctional Facility, a maximum-security prison opened in 1988, into a dedicated extreme isolation facility. Southport was transformed from a prison that “offered extensive classes and clean hallways” to one where prisoners are “kept isolated, shackled at the waist and wrists when allowed out of their 6-by-10 cells and made to spend their daily recreation hour in newly built cages.” As part of its conversion, Southport “ended its vocational and academic classes” and emptied its “instructional wing ... of chairs, tables, chalkboards,” which were sent to other correctional facilities.

Prior to Southport’s conversion, New York used designated cellblocks in lower-security facilities to place prisoners in extreme isolation. Southport was the first facility dedicated solely to housing prisoners in these conditions.

Between 1998 and 2000, New York constructed 10 additional facilities dedicated to extreme isolation, with the combined capacity to house approximately 3,000 prisoners. Nine of these facilities were free-standing buildings – called SHU 200s – located on the grounds of pre-existing medium-security correctional facilities. Each SHU 200
consisted of 100 double-occupancy cells. The 10th facility was Upstate Correctional Facility, a stand-alone prison with the capacity to house 1,200 prisoners in 600 double-occupancy cells.

Many of the same factors underlying the national movement toward extreme isolation were in play in New York. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, New York prisons experienced the growing pressures of overcrowding. In 1983, when USP Marion entered permanent lockdown, New York’s prison population was 30,951. By 1990, it was 54,895, and by 1999, it had reached a historic high of 71,466.

By the mid-1990s, New York’s prisons were filled to 130 percent of their capacity. Statewide, the prison population, less than 31,000 in 1983, more than doubled by 1999, when more than 71,000 people were incarcerated in New York prisons.

Non-violent drug offenders made up a large percentage of newly admitted prisoners. The Rockefeller Drug Laws – a program of mandatory minimum sentences for drug offenses enacted in 1973 – coupled with intensified street drug enforcement from the mid-1980s to the 1990s, led to a growing tide of drug commitments to state prison. Annual drug commitments, which totaled 886 in 1980, surged to a high of 11,209 in 1992, and remained above 8,000 until 2000. These commitments constituted approximately 45 percent of total state prison system commitments from 1989 until 2000.

Even as New York’s use of extreme isolation was dramatically expanding, a robust body of scientific evidence had already linked extreme isolation with grave personal harm.
In the mid-1990s, New York also began punishing violent offenders with harsher sentences. In 1995, Governor George Pataki successfully ushered passage of legislation increasing sentences for violent offenders and abolishing parole for individuals convicted of a second violent offense.40 Three years later, Pataki steered a bill through the Legislature abolishing parole for individuals convicted of a first violent offense.41 Thus, as the population of non-violent drug offenders continued to swell, New York also began imposing much longer sentences for violent offenses. By the mid-1990s, New York prisons were filled to “130 percent of their capacity.”42

The relationship between harsher sentencing and the construction of extreme isolation beds in New York reflected the national embrace of the punitive penological model. In 1994, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, which staked federal funds to states for new prisons in return for enacting laws eliminating parole for violent offenders.43 In 1998, the United States General Accounting Office documented the influence of federal grants on states’ decisions to abolish parole for violent offenders; the grants were a “key factor” in passing such legislation in New York.44 Between 1996 and 2000, New York received nearly $200 million in federal funding to construct Upstate and the SHU 200s, which cost roughly $238 million in total to build.45

Judicial Oversight and the Expansion of Extreme Isolation

Even as New York’s use of extreme isolation was dramatically expanding, a robust body of scientific evidence had already linked extreme isolation with grave personal harm. But New York continued to embrace and sustain its use of extreme isolation, even in the face of this evidence.

In these circumstances, our system of government provides that individuals can turn to the courts to ensure that executive and legislative action does not violate fundamental constitutional rights. Indeed, the Supreme Court has affirmed that “[c]onfinement in ... an isolation cell is a form of punishment subject to scrutiny under Eighth Amendment standards.”46 And yet, courts presented with evidence of prisoner suffering and trauma in extreme isolation have, for the most part, been unable or unwilling to effectively apply that scrutiny to constrain its use.

Several factors have impeded meaningful judicial review of extreme isolation. Beginning in the 1980s, the Supreme Court issued a series of rulings instructing lower courts to grant enormous deference to executive officials operating corrections systems.49 At the same time, the Court began requiring prisoners to meet difficult thresholds to prove constitutional violations. With respect to claims challenging conditions of confinement under the Eighth Amendment, the Court has established an elusive
Finally, prisoners seeking to challenge conditions of confinement in federal courts face significant procedural and legal obstacles under the Prison Litigation Reform Act, enacted by Congress in 1996. To date, the few federal courts that have held extreme isolation to violate the Eighth Amendment have narrowly restricted their holdings to those prisoners with serious pre-existing mental illness or who are prone to suffering severe mental injury.  

By the turn of the 21st century, New York had constructed a massive network of extreme isolation cells. This expansion was driven by a misguided response to prison overcrowding, fanned by political rhetoric, untethered to evidence-based analyses and largely unchecked by the courts. Section III, Box Hits, explores how DOCCS currently employs extreme isolation – who is subjected to extreme isolation, why and for how long.
III. BOX HITS

DOCCS separates prisoners for three reasons: to punish violations of prison rules (disciplinary segregation); to isolate prisoners who pose a threat to the safety and security of the prison (administrative segregation); and to shield vulnerable prisoners, such as those potentially targeted for violence in the general prison population (protective custody).54

The overwhelming majority of separated prisoners are placed in extreme isolation for breaking prison rules (disciplinary segregation). From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS placed prisoners in SHU cells more than 75,000 times; more than 68,100 – roughly 90 percent – of those placements were for disciplinary reasons.55

How Violations of Prison Rules Lead to Extreme Isolation

Individuals sentenced to prison enter a strictly regimented environment where they must conform to an elaborate set of rules. Corrections officials may discipline prisoners for violating these rules by levying a range of penalties, from a simple reprimand to the progressive deprivation of privileges. In New York, the violation of many rules – from the minor and non-violent to the disruptive and violent – may also result in a “sentence” of extreme isolation (what prisoners call a “Box hit”) to one of New York’s roughly 5,000 SHU beds.

DOCCS regulations contain the “Standards of Inmate Behavior,” a list of more than 100 rules prisoners must obey. These rules govern every aspect of prisoner behavior, from personal grooming (“an inmate shall not grow a beard or mustache over one inch in length”) and eating (“an inmate shall not waste food items”) to intellectual stimulus (“an inmate shall not possess literature or any other material which has been disapproved by the Media Review Committee”) and personal interactions (“an inmate may not provide legal assistance to another inmate without prior approval of the superintendent”).56

Particular rules operate as a disciplinary catch-all. For example, Rule 106.10 states: “An inmate shall obey all orders of department personnel promptly without argument.”57 Thus, even a momentary lapse in obedience can bring harsh consequences: Kevin once received 30 days of keeplock for violating Rule 106.10 after continuing a conversation with another prisoner after a corrections officer ordered him to stop.58

See It Online:

Whether a prisoner receives a punishment of extreme isolation for breaking a prison rule depends on three phases of DOCCS’ disciplinary process, which determine: (1) the severity of an alleged rule infraction; (2) whether a prisoner is guilty of the rule infraction; and (3) whether a conviction warrants a punishment of extreme isolation. The operation of each of these phases often differs on paper and in practice.

KEEPLOCK IN ISOLATION

Prisoners may also experience extreme isolation as a result of being sentenced to “keeplock,” a form of confinement that DOCCS imposes as punishment for less serious disciplinary infractions.60 Keeplock subjects prisoners to 23-hour lockdown; the prisoner may remain confined to his ordinary cell within the general prison population or be transferred to a block of keeplock cells within the same facility. Prisoners sentenced to keeplock, however, may also be transferred to the SHU to serve their keeplock time, where they are subject to the same restrictions as those sentenced directly to the SHU.60 From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS issued more than 136,500 keeplock sentences.61 A January 2012 snapshot of the SHU population revealed that 428 prisoners – roughly 10 percent – were serving their keeplock time in the SHU.62
Determining the Severity of an Alleged Rule Infraction

DOCCS regulations describe how corrections staff should respond to rule infractions. When staff believe a prisoner has committed a rule infraction for conduct “involving danger to life, health, security or property,” they are directed to submit a “misbehavior report” initiating a formal disciplinary process.63 DOCCS regulations counsel against submitting misbehavior reports for “minor infractions, or other violations of rules and policies governing inmate misbehavior, that do not involve danger to life, health, security or property.” Rather, DOCCS instructs staff to respond to such misbehavior “by counseling, warning, and/or reprimanding the inmate.”64

Each misbehavior report contains a description of the alleged incident and a citation to the rule(s) allegedly violated.65 A “review officer” at each correctional facility reviews all misbehavior reports and determines the “tier rating” of the alleged rule infraction(s).66 Every prison rule has a predetermined range of tier ratings that may be assigned to its infraction: (a) I to II, (b) II to III or (c) I to III. The review officer assigns a tier rating from this predetermined range based on the severity of the infraction. The tier rating then determines the type of hearing afforded the prisoner and the range of potential penalties the prisoner may receive if convicted at hearing. (See centerfold, page 30, for an example of the tier rating process.)

Tier I infractions are the least serious; tier III infractions are the most serious. A prisoner convicted of an infraction assigned a tier II rating may receive a sentence to keeplock, which can be served in the SHU.67 A prisoner convicted of an infraction assigned a tier III rating may receive a sentence to keeplock or the SHU.68 Thus, infractions assigned either a tier II or III rating may ultimately result in a punishment of extreme isolation. Since every rule has multiple tier ratings, any rule infraction may potentially result in a punishment of extreme isolation – whether a prisoner is housed in a minimum-, medium- or maximum-security facility.

DOCCS regulations suggest that review officers assign tier I ratings to less serious infractions and tier III ratings to the most serious. Yet DOCCS provides no mandatory standards and little detailed guidance on how review officers should assign tier ratings to infractions in practice. Rather, DOCCS has chosen to vest corrections officials with wide discretion in assigning tier ratings. As a result, DOCCS permits corrections officials to assign tier II and III ratings to alleged infractions that involve non-violent misbehavior.

DOCCS has described tier III ratings as reserved “for the most serious offenses, such as assaults on staff or other inmates.”69 But many rules proscribing non-violent misbehavior have potential tier ratings of III. For example, consider Rules 106.10 (“an inmate shall obey all orders of department personnel promptly and without argument”), 116.10 (“an inmate shall not lose, destroy, steal, misuse, damage or waste any type of State property”), 109.12 (“an inmate shall follow all facility regulations and staff directions relating to movement within the facility”) and 107.20 (“an inmate shall not lie or provide an incomplete, misleading and/or false statement or information”).70 Each of these rules prohibits non-violent misbehavior, yet all carry potential tier III ratings that could result in a punishment of extreme isolation.

In fact, DOCCS regularly assigns tier III ratings to these rule infractions in practice. From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS assigned tier III ratings to these rule infractions and upheld the charges at disciplinary hearing the following number of times: 106.10 – 35,095, 116.10 – 6,019, 109.12 – 4,008, and 107.20 – 3,788. The violation of Rule 106.10 alone constituted roughly 15 percent of all upheld tier III charges over this period.71

Determining Whether a Prisoner is Guilty of a Rule Infraction

A prisoner accused of a tier II or III rule infraction receives a formal disciplinary hearing. At the hearing, the prisoner, unaided by legal counsel, may respond to the charges and evidence, call (but not cross-examine) witnesses,
and submit evidence or witness statements on his behalf. Prisons found guilty may appeal the conviction to the facility superintendent (tier II) or the commissioner (tier III).

“My story was credible. I appealed ... to Albany. You can never beat a ticket. The disciplinary hearings are unfair ... [T]he hearing officers are friends with the COs.” – Donell

In practice, disciplinary hearings often boil down to the testimony of a corrections officer against that of a prisoner. Hearing officers, who are themselves DOCCS employees, may credit the testimony of a CO over that of a prisoner. From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS held more than 105,500 tier III disciplinary hearings. Nearly 100,000 – roughly 95 percent – of those hearings resulted in a conviction. In many of the disciplinary dispositions that the NYCLU reviewed, hearing officers found prisoners guilty based solely on the misbehavior report and the CO’s testimony while dismissing conflicting prisoner testimony.

“The hearing officer didn’t listen to the facts ... I’m not wrong, but [they] find me guilty ... We are incarcerated for a crime. We are in here repaying that. We shouldn’t be punished in here with unfairness.” – Adrian

By placing greater weight on CO testimony than on prisoner testimony, DOCCS’ disciplinary process risks erroneously convicting prisoners because of a CO’s mistake or animus towards a particular prisoner. Indeed, many prisoners who spoke with the NYCLU identified instances where they insist they were erroneously convicted of a particular infraction, even as they took full responsibility for committing other infractions. Errors in the disciplinary

---

1 Prisoners’ communications are quoted verbatim (spelling and grammatical errors intact).
process have severe consequences in a system like New York’s where a guilty conviction does not just result in a reprimand or a loss of privileges but may result in a sentence of extreme isolation.

**Determining Whether a Conviction Warrants a Punishment of Extreme Isolation**

If a prisoner is convicted of an infraction with a tier II or III rating, he may be punished with extreme isolation. Approximately 68 percent of tier III disciplinary hearings resulting in conviction also result in a sentence to the SHU. As with tier ratings, DOCCS provides no mandatory standards and little detailed guidance on when corrections officials should punish convictions with extreme isolation. DOCCS guidelines recommend penalties for certain classes of offenses, but corrections officials are free to craft sentences according to mitigating or aggravating circumstances, such as the prisoner’s prior record, the facility type and the nature of the infraction. Therefore, DOCCS vests corrections officials with wide discretion to punish convictions for a broad range of misbehavior with extreme isolation.

“My first ticket ever was for a fistfight in the yard. It was just a misunderstanding. I was a 20-year-old kid. It was my first time in a max facility and I was scared out of my mind. I got six months.” — Kevin

DOCCS characterizes prisoners in extreme isolation as “disruptive, dangerous or violent,” whose isolated confinement prevents their “assaulting inmates, attacking staff or endangering prison operations.” But in New York, people can be placed in extreme isolation for non-violent misbehavior or a single violent altercation – such as a fistfight in the recreation yard – despite no indication they are a serious threat to prison safety and security. Even DOCCS’ highest authority, Commissioner Brian Fischer, has acknowledged extreme isolation’s potential overuse.

DOCCS did not disclose exactly how many people are sent to the SHU for non-violent misbehavior. In December 2011, the NYCLU requested from DOCCS, through the New York Freedom of Information Law (FOIL), a breakdown of the specific infractions resulting in SHU time, which would have revealed the number of prisoners who receive SHU time for non-violent misbehavior. At the time this report went to print, nearly 10 months after the NYCLU’s initial FOIL request and after repeated follow-up requests, DOCCS was still unable or unwilling to produce this information. DOCCS’ inability to readily access or share data on the specific infractions that lead to SHU time suggests it is not closely tracking its use of extreme isolation – including who it subjects to extreme isolation, for what types of misbehavior, and for how long.

DOCCS was able to provide limited information on the broad categories of infractions resulting in SHU time. From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS held more than 68,000 tier III disciplinary hearings resulting in SHU sentences. Only 16 percent of those sentences were for infractions related to violent misbehavior, specifically assault and weapons.

**INCONSISTENT BOX HITS**

The substantial discretion afforded corrections officials in crafting SHU sentences is exemplified by several instances uncovered by the NYCLU where prisoners received widely disparate SHU sentences, even when the underlying circumstances were substantively similar. For example, Chris received a four-and-a-half month SHU sentence for his first marijuana infraction; Trevor received a one-month keeplock sentence for the same offense. Chris, who received the longer sentence, had not received any prior misbehavior reports for violent conduct, whereas Trevor had received prior misbehavior reports for fighting. In another example, Kevin and Miguel, neither of whom had any prior misbehavior reports, were each involved in a fistfight at their respective prisons. Kevin received a six month SHU sentence; Miguel received a one month keeplock sentence.
Prisoners’ experiences suggest the regularity with which DOCCS uses extreme isolation to punish non-violent misbehavior. According to DOCCS’ disciplinary records, John received six months in the SHU after a CO discovered homemade alcohol and another person’s television set in his cell. Chris received three months in the SHU after a CO discovered gambling chips and a list of prisoners who owed him chewing tobacco in his cell. Trevor received 45 days in the SHU for tattooing himself.

Drug-related infractions can often lead to sentences in extreme isolation. From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS held more than 21,000 tier III disciplinary hearings resulting in SHU sentences for drug-related infractions. These hearings constituted roughly 23 percent of all tier III disciplinary hearings resulting in SHU sentences during this period.

Roughly 90 percent of drug-related charges are assigned a tier III rating. More than half of drug-related charges are for the violation of Rule 113.24, which prohibits prisoners from using or being “under the influence of any narcotics or controlled substances unless prescribed by a health service provider.” In fact, the violation of Rule 113.24 was one of the top five most commonly upheld tier III charges from 2007 to 2011.

DOCCS penalty guidelines specifically contemplate punishing prisoners with extreme isolation for alcohol and drug-related infractions – up to three months for a first offense, three to six months for a second offense, and six to 12 months for a third offense. Corrections officials may, however, impose longer sentences at their discretion. Several prisoners that communicated with the NYCLU received SHU sentences that exceeded these recommendations.
THE UNENDING BOX HIT

“Once you get to Southport, it’s hard to get out. They keep us hostage.” – Tevin

While DOCCS is quick to impose extreme isolation in response to misbehavior in the general prison population, additional punishment for misbehavior once a prisoner is in the SHU is even more swift and severe. Prisoners in extreme isolation can earn additional disciplinary sentences that keep them in the SHU far beyond their initial SHU sentence. DOCCS places no upper limit on the ultimate length of time that a prisoner may spend in extreme isolation.

Samuel has earned an additional two-and-a-half-years of SHU time since he arrived at Upstate, all for non-violent misbehavior. For refusing to hand his food tray back to a CO, for example, he received an additional six months in extreme isolation (see centerfold, page 30). Samuel is set to return to the general prison population in October 2012, more than four-and-a-half years after he first arrived at the facility. Donell has received an additional seven months of SHU time for two counts of “tampering with property”: He received a SHU sentence of one month for returning a broken razor to a CO who was collecting used razors, and six months when garbage jammed his cell door.

even for their first drug infraction. For example, Chris received four-and-a-half months in the SHU for his first drug infraction after testing positive for marijuana.

As the guidelines recommend, prisoners found guilty of multiple drug infractions often receive increasingly longer SHU sentences. For example, Stephan, who received one month in the SHU for his first drug infraction

**Age Distribution**

New York SHUs

New York’s SHUs house both very young and old prisoners, people that are particularly vulnerable to the harsh conditions of extreme isolation. A January 2012 snapshot of the SHU population revealed that 402 prisoners were 20 or younger; 83 were 18 or younger. The snapshot further revealed that 278 prisoners were 50 or older – elderly, in prison demographics including 44 who were 60 or older. According to the snapshot, roughly 1-in-6 SHU prisoners was younger than 21 or older than 49.

“Age by Facility for Offenders Housed in SHU – DOCCS Under Custody Pop. Jan. 1, 2012,” obtained through FOIL and on file with the NYCLU.
and three-and-a-half months for his second, received seven-and-a-half months for his third – all for testing positive for marijuana.

Prisoners in extreme isolation are offered virtually no resources to break the habits that may have brought them to the SHU or extended their SHU sentences. They may not participate in any programming, including substance abuse treatment. This prohibition holds true even if that prisoner was enrolled in a rehabilitative program, such as a substance abuse treatment program, in the general prison population when he committed the disciplinary infraction that led to SHU time.

When it comes to substance abuse, many prisoners report being able to obtain illegal and pharmaceutical drugs while in the SHU and many incur subsequent drug infractions while in the SHU. From 2007 to 2011, at Southport and Upstate alone, DOCCS upheld nearly 1,700 drug-related charges. Kevin, who received additional SHU time after testing positive for marijuana at Upstate, has requested substance abuse treatment to help him avoid future drug-related disciplinary infractions. In a letter to a corrections counselor, Kevin wrote:

[T]his is my 4th dirty urine [and] it is evident that I have a real drug problem and need help (I’ve asked for help once before) and I firmly believe that by keeping me in “SHU” is not going to help in any way, it’s only going to make matters worst for me. So if at all possible may you please help me! (I am sincerely begging you).

Consistent with similar observations by several prisoners about drug use in extreme isolation, Kevin noted that using drugs keeps him “out of trouble” in the SHU:

It keeps me calm. Instead of thinking about the present, I reflect on family events, parties, family and friends. When I’m sober, I’m bored, aggravated, and miserable.

Who is in the Box?

The DOCCS disciplinary system grants corrections officials wide discretion to charge prisoners with infractions that can lead to extreme isolation, to rely on the word of a corrections officer over a prisoner during the disciplinary hearing and to punish convictions with lengthy sentences to extreme isolation. Not surprisingly, the demographic and statistical evidence illustrates that the SHU captures a wide swath of prisoners, including individuals uniquely vulnerable to conditions.

Disability Advocates, Inc. Lawsuit and SHU Exclusion Law

The number of people in extreme isolation with mental health problems would likely be greater if DOCCS was not subject to an important limitation on who it can place in the SHU – prisoners diagnosed as “seriously mentally ill.”

In 2002, Disability Advocates, Inc., the Legal Aid Society’s Prisoners’ Rights Project and Prisoners’ Legal Services of New York filed a landmark lawsuit against DOCCS and OMH alleging that prisoners with mental illness were not receiving adequate mental health treatment in violation of the U.S. Constitution and federal statutes. In particular, the complaint highlighted how the failure to adequately treat prisoners with mental illness often resulted in their placement in extreme isolation, where they deteriorated further. In 2007, OMH and DOCCS agreed to a settlement establishing major improvements to the provision of psychiatric treatment for prisoners with mental illness, including prisoners diagnosed as seriously mentally ill serving disciplinary sentences in extreme isolation.

As the lawsuit wound its way through the judicial system, a coalition of former prisoners, family members, advocates and lawyers – Mental Health Alternatives to Solitary Confinement – began pushing for state legislation to end the use of extreme isolation for prisoners with serious mental illness. In 2008, Governor Eliot Spitzer signed the SHU Exclusion Law, which was co-sponsored by Assemblyman Jeffrion Aubrey and Senator Michael Nozzolillo. The law, which came into full effect on July 1, 2011, reinforces and expands upon the settlement provisions pertaining to prisoners with serious mental illness in extreme isolation. At its core, the law mandates the diversion of prisoners with serious mental illness from extreme isolation to units operated jointly by DOCCS and OMH whose purpose is therapeutic, not disciplinary.
A disciplinary system where government officials may act with substantial discretion creates opportunities for bias and prejudice to influence who receives punishment. One manifestation of this may be the disproportionate number of black prisoners in the SHU as compared to the overall prison population.


of extreme isolation. These data also suggest that bias may corrupt the disciplinary process that leads to sentences of extreme isolation.

DOCCS has identified 83 percent of New York prisoners as “substance abusers” in need of treatment. According to a sampling of self-reporting data from 2007 to 2012 among prisoners housed at Southport, Upstate and the SHU 200s, an average of 88 percent of men reported some form of substance abuse. These prisoners receive no meaningful treatment and may incur additional SHU time for alcohol or drug-related disciplinary infractions.

The SHU also houses many prisoners with mental health problems. Data released by the New York State Office of Mental Health (OMH) shows that in March 2012, more than 600 prisoners in the SHU – roughly 14 percent of the total SHU population – were on the mental health caseload. (Roughly 14 percent of prisoners in the general prison population were also on the mental health caseload.) Among prisoners in the SHU on the mental health caseload, roughly 35 percent had been diagnosed with a major or serious mental illness.

Policies are abstract. Punishments are concrete. Section IV, Life in the Box, goes inside the SHU, using the voices of prisoners, their family members and corrections employees to bring life in extreme isolation fully and vividly into focus.
Racial Tension in Extreme Isolation

The racial make-up of prisoners in the SHU contrasts particularly sharply with the racial make-up of SHU corrections staff. For example, the corrections staff at Southport and Upstate is about 80 percent white, in marked contrast to the SHU prisoner population at both facilities, which is about 12 percent white.102

### Southport

#### Corrections staff (430 total)

- 1 Native American
- 3 Latino
- 7 Black
- 66 Other
- 353 White

#### Prisoners (761 total)

- 8 Other
- 93 White
- 189 Latino
- 469 Black

(Includes 2 “unknown”)

### Upstate

#### Corrections staff (516 total)

- 1 Native American
- 1 Asian
- 2 Latino
- 0 Black
- 417 White

#### Prisoners (994 total)

- 9 Other
- 121 White
- 273 Latino
- 586 Black

(Includes 5 “unknown”)

Prisoners of varying racial and ethnic backgrounds who communicated with the NYCLU consistently noted high levels of racial tension between staff and prisoners. Many black prisoners reported the repeated use of virulent racial epithets by corrections staff at Southport and Upstate. One black prisoner observed that corrections staff at Upstate “call you nigger to your face quicker than anyone else.” Several Southport prisoners reported that staff use the prison’s internal public address system to broadcast racially charged insults or jokes. One prisoner shared a joke he recently heard over the loudspeaker: “What do a black person and a bicycle have in common? They both only work with chains on them.”

White prisoners also commented on the racially charged interactions between prisoners and corrections staff. One white prisoner, who was sent to Upstate for a weapon, recalled, “When I was booked into Upstate ... on the way to my cell, several COs asked me if I was ‘making weapons to stab niggers’ and made several ‘nigger’ jokes, which I had to continue to endure for the rest of my stay there.” Another white prisoner at Upstate observed, “It sucks to be black in here.”
IV. LIFE IN THE BOX

The experience of extreme isolation is most keenly expressed through the first-hand accounts of the individuals who endure it. From the effects of extreme isolation on the psyche and spirit to the wholesale culture of deprivation to the challenges of effective medical and mental health care, prisoners’ lives are shaped and often scarred by their time in extreme isolation. The complicated experience of visiting or working in the Box is not to be underestimated. Even those who are not incarcerated feel its effects.

Isolation, Idleness, Violence and Suicide

New York’s 19th century experiment with extreme isolation linked these conditions of confinement with mental anguish and pain. Recent experience has verified what New York discovered nearly two centuries ago: Extreme isolation inflicts grave harm. In otherwise mentally stable individuals, adverse psychological effects manifest even after short, defined periods in extreme isolation. These same conditions ravage individuals with pre-existing mental illness, who may deteriorate tragically, sometimes to the point of self-mutilation and suicide. The experiences of prisoners who shared their stories with the NYCLU vividly illustrate these findings.

Prisoners in extreme isolation live in a world of unrelenting monotony, marked by isolation and idleness, where all extrinsic purpose and structure slowly unravels. When men in the SHU were asked to picture their lives in the general prison population, many pointed to social interaction, activities and programming around which they structure their time. Stephan misses “communicating with family, talking to other inmates, and playing chess.” Daniel, with more than 20 years in and out of the Box, expressed even simpler desires: “I want to interact with others, see others. I want to go to the yard or the shower. I want the liberty of walking down the company [gallery] so that I can feel human.”

“You could be in outer space.” – Daniel

By design, the SHU frustrates social interaction. Daniel described feeling like he is expected “to just sit quietly like in a space capsule in a cell with very little human contact or cordial conversation.” Trevor shared that living locked down in a cell has left him feeling “isolated, forgotten, like you don’t matter.” Kevin explained: “Nobody likes to be alone. It’s not human nature. We’re social. When you take that away from a person it’s standing still, with nothing. Nothing forward, backward, sideways. You just have you.”

The SHU also imposes upon prisoners a deeper and more profound isolation from the outside world. Prisoners in the SHU may not make phone calls. Yet “there is nothing like talking on the phone to a loved one, it’s something to give you a sense of normal,” Kevin said. Beyond the geographic challenges posed by the far-flung locations of New York’s prisons, family visits are neither easy nor encouraged. Prisoners in the SHU must wear restraints – handcuffs secured to a waist chain – and sit behind a physical barrier separated from their loved ones. Kevin described how a friend who visited him at Upstate “couldn’t do nothing but cry” at the sight of him shackled and in a cage.

At times, extreme isolation strains relationships to the breaking point. Miguel described how the SHU has taken a negative toll on his family:

Many of us have kids, bad enough we’re in a SHU ... but the visit floor has a gate between you and your family. You can’t kiss, or hug your family ... A lot of our family and wives abandon or refuse to visit us due to this which in turns mentally break us down and eventually leads to problems ... I’ve lost my wife and haven’t seen my son due to this living condition.

Miguel described the one occasion that his wife and son traveled eight hours by bus to visit him. His son, who was 7 years old, couldn’t understand why he couldn’t touch his father. They have not come to visit Miguel again.

§ Prisoners’ communications are quoted verbatim (spelling and grammatical errors intact).
This isolation from loved ones can be traumatic and hinder rehabilitation; studies have documented that prisoners who sustain contact with loved ones are less likely to recidivate after their release. Daniel had no contact with family members during the first 15 years of his incarceration, most of which was spent in extreme isolation. He began receiving regular “support and correspondence” from his sister after his mother’s death and described the grounding effect of their communication: “I truly believe that if it were not for her support coming when it did that to say I was uncivilized would’ve deteriorated to such a degree that to say I was uncivilized would be inadequate description.”

Without meaningful human interaction, prisoners in extreme isolation have little choice but to focus on themselves. But many who communicated with the NYCLU made clear that the SHU prevents them from positively channeling this focus because they lack access to educational, vocational or rehabilitative programming. Whatever progress they might have been making in the general prison population – towards earning a GED, learning a trade, or dealing with substance abuse or anger management issues – essentially halts upon placement in the SHU. Often, fragile gains are lost.

Many prisoners pass the time reading, writing or sleeping. If their good behavior has earned the privilege of a pair of headphones, they may also listen to a pre-selected radio station. But these activities fail to stave off boredom, listlessness and torpor. Tevin, who spends most of his day reading or exercising, said that he “doesn’t feel like it sometimes” and ends up “just sitting there.” Trevor described “reading what you’ve already read, re-reading,” finding it difficult to concentrate. Daryl similarly reported that after a short period in the SHU, his “motivation started to drain away,” and he “started to do less and less” until he “stopped doing anything.” Adrian explained constantly fighting sleep, “trying to stay awake.” Stephan described succumbing to his lethargy, simply “try[ing] to sleep the day away.”

With little to do and nowhere to be, some prisoners describe time collapsing in on itself. Weeks, months and years begin to bleed together. The distinction between night and day becomes meaningless, and strange and erratic sleeping patterns are commonplace.

Isolation and idleness corrode prisoners’ psyches. Some changes are subtle, almost imperceptible given the nature of isolation, such as withdrawal. Others are more obvious and frightening: the sudden onset of anxiety or rage, or a rapid descent into depression. Virtually every prisoner who communicated with the NYCLU reported disturbing changes in themselves and in those around them. Many fear these changes are permanent.

Some prisoners withdraw into apathy or indifference. Several family members and friends note these changes. Adrian reported that his aunt, after visiting him in the SHU, described him as “withdrawn, less talkative, disinterested.” Trevor’s brother had a similar reaction. Trevor called his brother after returning to the general prison population from Southport. His brother said he noticed changes in the way Trevor spoke and acted. Trevor saw in himself a slow

Families, Inside and Outside

“The effects that SHU have aren’t restricted to us confined in the actual SHU. Our loved ones are somewhat ‘confined’ too and endure stresses which at times may be more extreme than what we prisoners endure.” – Adrian

Families and loved ones say they experience a peculiar form of punishment when they visit the SHU – or when distance, economics and daily responsibilities prevent crucial personal contact. Extreme isolation facilities like Southport and Upstate, which house more than a third of New York’s total SHU population, are hundreds of miles from New York City and its suburbs, the home communities of 60 percent of the total prison population. Many family members say they suffer sentences along with prisoners, burdened by the inability to change or improve their loved ones’ circumstances.

Taylor Alonso’s son was sent to the SHU for suspected gang involvement.

“What the family goes through – other people are being sentenced without direct involvement, i.e., the families,” Alonso said. “My wife’s Parkinson’s [disease] has flared, it’s through the roof, she can’t even write a letter anymore. As for me, my doctors put me on antidepressants so I can try to make it through the day. I don’t sleep, I’m awake all the time. That’s good, though. I drive to the prison in Buffalo and back [to Long Island] in a day, to visit.”

Visiting means metal detectors and long waits to greet a loved one in a cage or behind a glass barrier.

“You don’t get in right away,” said Lynn Finley, whose son spent five months in extreme isolation. “You can wait two hours [to be screened]. I wear nothing metal, nothing at all. I learned that the first time I went up. I don’t wear earrings, underwear – I usually wear an underwire bra – I don’t want any problems at all.”

Finley described the chaos of waiting for vending machines in the visiting room: “Everyone’s in line for the food. … My son is starving, he said to me, ‘get me everything.’ For a mother to hear that, it’s beyond anything you ever imagined...
you’d hear. I get in the line – this woman would stand there and take out chicken after chicken, 10 of them! People would yell at her, ‘what are you doing?’ ... People were angry she was taking all the chicken, they were afraid it was going to run out. It’s the inhumanity of the whole thing, right down to the chicken.”

Sade Jackson, a legal secretary and church volunteer, visited her brother at Upstate.

“I had the worst experience,” she said. “I felt like I was treated like a criminal. It was extremely upsetting. I went through metal detectors, took off my shoes and all that stuff, and it was still ringing. They said, ‘go in the bathroom, take off your bra.’ For a woman – I felt violated, they were all male corrections officers.”

Removing her brassiere didn’t silence the metal detector. Next, Jackson said, corrections officers began to examine her hair.

“I wear a lace front, kind of like a wig, with [metal] pins [to hold the hairpiece in place]. I had to take it off. I was just like, wow ... I felt humiliated. I wanted to cry. I didn’t do anything to deserve it. They use it like a power trip.”

Her sister Monet Jackson, a hospice worker, visited their brother, too. She negotiated the metal detectors and got money for orange juice. She would drop it into the room with the cages and vending machines. Sometimes your inmate is waiting, most often not. It’s really traumatic.”

Alonso shared a story from his first SHU visit. “My son’s a big guy, 220 lbs, 6’ 4’’. Alonso said, “He’s a Type 1 diabetic, and he has ulcerative colitis. The first trip I was up, in the last half hour, he started to go into diabetic shock, sweating and shaking, asking for juice. I didn’t take any money [inside, because] I was told I was only going to see him through glass. They wouldn’t let me go out [to my car] to get money for orange juice. He would rather have gone into shock and have another 15 minutes with us, you can see it in his eyes.”

Alonso’s wife, Patricia Trainer, expressed deep frustration with the state prison system.

“Who can sit in a box 23 hours a day, either alone or with another man? How are you supposed to change? How do they correct you? They don’t do anything for you, they don’t give you any education. Prison infantilizes you. Nothing is given or forgiven. I know he’s a knucklehead, but he doesn’t deserve this.”

Pamella Watson, whose daughters Sade and Monet Jackson visited their brother at Upstate, hasn’t seen her son since 2006. A resident of Warrenton, Ga., she could speak to her son on the phone when he was in the general prison population. Now she cannot.

“He’s not able to call, he can’t call anybody,” Watson said. “He pours his heart out in his letters.” Since his SHU bid began, Watson said, “he’s more emotional. There’s a change in him.” But he refuses medication for his bipolar disorder despite a prior diagnosis, she said. “He says it leaves him disoriented, unaware of his surroundings.”

“They don’t treat them like human beings” at Upstate, she said. “I’d be the world’s most blessed mom if he comes out of solitary sane.”

“Who would want to be locked up in one room for 365 days of a year and not have any contact?,” Sade Jackson asked. “We were designed to be social beings. It’s debilitating to be alone that long. The thing he struggles with more than anything is not having easy access to his family, or his family having access to him.”

“They don’t even do this to animals,” she said. “If I took my dog and locked him into a room for a year, I would go to jail. Why is it acceptable to do this to human beings?”

Many prisoners experience the onset of anxiety in extreme isolation, sometimes catalyzed by “an intense fear of walls closing in on you” or the distinct sensation of living in “a cage.” Marcus described his anxiety as stemming from a “horrible ... caged feeling,” which would ascend until he “was about to have a nervous breakdown.” Daryl described feeling like he was living “in a void of nothingness.” In this void, he found “his thoughts racing for no reason” and was “a nervous wreck for no reason.”
This “misbehavior report” describes an incident that occurred at 8:17 a.m. on June 3, 2011 involving Samuel, a prisoner at Upstate correctional facility, a dedicated “Special Housing Unit” (SHU) prison with 1,040 extreme isolation beds. Prison regulations instruct all corrections officers (COs) who witness “inmate misbehavior involving danger to life, health, security or property” to submit a misbehavior report, which triggers disciplinary action against the prisoner. Prisoners at Upstate receive all three meals in their cells, delivered on trays by COs. A CO submitted this misbehavior report after Samuel refused to return his food tray following breakfast.

The CO alleges in the misbehavior report that Samuel has violated three prison rules: failing to obey a direct order, interfering with an employee and failing to comply with mess hall policies. A “review officer” at each facility reviews all misbehavior reports and assigns a tier rating to the report based on the severity of the underlying rule infractions. Tier I infractions are the least serious; tier III are the most. The Department of Corrections (DOCCS) provides little guidance on how tier ratings relate to rule infractions. For Samuel’s refusal to return his food tray, the review officer assigned a tier rating of III, which DOCCS describes as reserved “for the most serious offenses, such as assaults on staff or other inmates.”

Prisoners in the SHU accused of certain misbehavior resulting in a tier III rating may be immediately placed on a “restricted diet” for up to seven days prior to the disciplinary hearing, which determines their guilt or innocence. The “restricted diet,” commonly known as “the loaf,” is a brick of bread-and-vegetable matter, which comes with a wedge of raw cabbage and water. For withholding his food tray at breakfast, Samuel was placed on the loaf for 21 meals – from lunch on June 3 to breakfast on June 10. Samuel does not eat the loaf because it leaves him “constipated for days.” Instead, he “drink[s] plenty of water and fast[s].” He feeds the loaf “to the birds outside” his recreation cage.

Samuel has received an additional 30 months of SHU time since arriving at Upstate in January 2008, all for non-violent misbehavior. “COs escalate situations, escalate drama, find a reason to give you tickets for little, simple things,” Samuel said. “They give tickets because they are trying to justify the existence of this place . . . the Box only winds a person up, the way they are treated and humiliated, it gets to the point where they don’t care. After being in the Box for so long, it don’t mean anything to him.”

According to the hearing officer, Samuel’s punishment was “to act as a deterrent for any future misconduct which could result in a more serious disposition.” But Samuel is not likely to be deterred by this punishment. In his words, “they gave me so much Box time for nonsense, I’ve become immune to it.” When it comes to withholding food trays, Samuel echoed what the NYCLU heard from many other prisoners in extreme isolation, “the only way you can see a area supervisor sometime is to hold your tray refusing to give it back to see the Sgt.”

Samuel’s disciplinary hearing, at which he was found guilty of failing to obey a direct order and failing to comply with mess hall policies, occurred on June 14. Samuel refused to attend the disciplinary hearing. According to Samuel, “the hearings are unfair so I don’t care. They need to be transparent, they don’t follow their own rules, they need more guidelines.” Samuel was found guilty of refusing to return his food tray, and punished with an additional six months in the SHU. From 2007 to 2011, DOCCS held more than 68,000 tier III disciplinary hearings resulting in SHU sentences. Only 16 percent of those sentences were for infractions related to violent misbehavior, specifically assault and weapons.
& SHUT CASE

A misbehavior report describes an incident that occurred at 8:17 a.m. on June 3, 2011 involving Samuel, a prisoner at Upstate Correctional Facility, a dedicated "Special Housing Unit" (SHU) prison with 1,040 extreme isolation beds. Prison regulations instruct all corrections officers (COs) who witness "inmate misbehavior involving danger to life, health, security or property" to submit a misbehavior report, which triggers disciplinary action against the prisoner. Prisoners at Upstate receive all three meals in their cells, delivered on trays by COs. A CO submitted this misbehavior report after Samuel refused to return his food tray following breakfast.

Prisoners in the SHU accused of certain misbehavior resulting in a tier III rating may be immediately placed on a "restricted diet" for up to seven days prior to the disciplinary hearing, which determines their guilt or innocence. The "restricted diet," commonly known as "the loaf," is a brick of bread-and-vegetable matter, which comes with a wedge of raw cabbage and water. For withholding his food tray at breakfast, Samuel was placed on the loaf for 21 meals – from lunch on June 3 to breakfast on June 10. Samuel does not eat the loaf because it leaves him "constipated for days." Instead, he "drink[s] plenty of water and fast[s]." He feeds the loaf "to the birds outside" his recreation cage.

The CO alleges in the misbehavior report that Samuel has violated three prison rules: failing to obey a direct order, interfering with an employee and failing to comply with mess hall policies. A "review officer" at each facility reviews all misbehavior reports and assigns a tier rating to the report based on the severity of the underlying rule infractions. Tier I infractions are the least serious; tier III are the most. The Department of Corrections (DOCCS) provides little guidance on how tier ratings relate to rule infractions. For Samuel’s refusal to return his food tray, the review officer assigned a tier rating of III, which DOCCS describes as reserved "for the most serious offenses, such as assaults on staff or other inmates."

Samuel has received an additional 30 months of SHU time since arriving at Upstate in January 2008, all for non-violent misbehavior. "COs escalate situations, escalate drama, find a reason to give you tickets for little, simple things," Samuel said. "They give tickets because they are trying to justify the existence of this place . . . the Box only winds a person up, the way they are treated and humiliated, it gets to the point where they don’t care. After being in the Box for so long, it don’t mean anything to him."

According to the hearing officer, Samuel’s punishment was “to act as a deterrent for any future misconduct which could result in a more serious disposition.” But Samuel is not likely to be deterred by this punishment. In his words, “they gave me so much Box time for nonsense, I’ve become immune to it.” When it comes to withholding food trays, Samuel echoed what the NYCLU heard from many other prisoners in extreme isolation, “the only way you can see a area supervisor sometime is to hold your tray refusing to give it back to see the Sgt.”
FORCED IDLENESS

Many prisoners reported that they do not wish to remain idle, but that they are denied access to any educational, vocational or rehabilitative programming in the SHU. Some prisoners may earn the privilege of signing up for in-cell study packets – GED, substance abuse or aggression management – which consist of little more than materials handed through the food slot, for prisoners to complete on their own.111

Marcus, who was 20 when he first arrived at Upstate, requested the GED in-cell study packet. During his first month at Upstate, he received essay and math assignments, which he completed and returned. He never received any feedback on these assignments. Marcus, who will be released in 2014, would “like to go to school” and hopes DOCCS can help him with “outreach to colleges.” But he noted that “the Box keeps you away from all that.”

Many wait months simply to access the substance abuse or aggression management packets. Donell requested the aggression management packet, but was informed he would have to wait more than six months. Marcus was quoted a similar waiting period when he requested the substance abuse packet. Samuel requested both “a couple of times but received no response.”

For many prisoners, anxiety is accompanied by severe mood swings, manifested by irrational and uncontrollable outbursts of anger and rage. Daryl described his mood swings:

“[T]hey were kind of like the temper tantrums I threw as a child. Raw & helpless moments of overwhelming & unchanleable emotions exploding out of you. I couldn’t seem to function properly & then I would get so annoyed with my bunkies that I would just beat on them or scream at them & afterward I would feel so horrible, like some monster or something. I know it wasn’t right but at the same time I couldn’t control it either.”

Kevin also felt that extreme isolation stirred up a whirlwind of emotions: “All the emotions you experience in 15 years, you experience in one day.”

Many prisoners said that they try to bottle up their emotions but they eventually explode in dangerous ways. Donell has found himself “snapping at others” in “daily outbursts.” He “wasn’t like this before.” Donell’s explanation: “Anger is built up and not released.”

Some men admit that extreme isolation has aggravated longstanding difficulties controlling their frustration and anger. Marcus described himself as having “always had a trigger-snap mentality, but not so intense.” He discussed developing “a hair trigger reaction to situations” in extreme isolation; the “littlest things” caused “a crazy adrenaline rush, increased blood pressure, heart racing.” Justin admitted “I suffer from rage,” and that his emotions are “harder to control in the Box.”

“Hostility is endemic to the SHU.” – Justin

The intense emotions that prisoners experience in extreme isolation have little outlet for release. In the general prison population, when your mood is negative, Justin said, “you can take a walk and clear your mind.” In the Southport SHU, “you take out your aggression ... on the gate,” standing by the cell door and arguing with adjacent prisoners or
corrections staff. Tevin saw arguments erupt over “petty things;” “people go off, people you think you have a rapport with, you really don’t.” Na’im similarly noted that “the smallest things set people off.” Adrian witnessed prisoners “losing their social skills.”

When prisoners leave extreme isolation and return to the general prison population, they often find themselves trapped by the intense emotions and uncontrollable impulses they developed while in the SHU. As Donell put it, “population problems start in the Box.” Daryl, who experienced anxiety, depression and mood swings in the SHU, found his transition to a maximum-security facility difficult:

When I arrived here I was terror stricken for the first two weeks, at least. That kind of behavior is nothing like me at all. It’s when I got here that I noticed how badly the box had effected my charrecter. I’ve always been somewhat anti-social, but my confidence in myself & my ability to communicate is more challenged now than it has been since I was a teenager. My depression is pretty bad off too. All I know tho is I was fine in Attica & then I went to Upstate & it seems like part of me is still there.

Marcus described his return to the general prison population in similar terms. After the extended lack of real social interaction, the thought of “actually talking to people face-to-face” made him “paranoid.” When he did return to general population, Marcus “noticed things were different.” He was “more ready to jump at the littlest things, such as words,” and he couldn’t “hold a conversation without feeling anxious and paranoid.”

Donell expressed fear that his “outbursts of anger” were permanent: “When I go home, I don’t want to be acting like I do in Upstate. I’m hoping I change back.” He said he realizes that these “outbursts of anger might cause you to go back in.” But as Trevor, who is currently serving his seventh SHU sentence, said, the SHU has lasting effects. When a prisoner returns to the general prison population, he said, “no-one knows what you’ve dealt with in the SHU.” If some “guy disrespects you, instead of saying something, you attack him.”

MAXING OUT

In some cases, a prisoner’s disciplinary sentence to the SHU eclipses the remainder of his entire prison sentence. DOCCS requires these prisoners to serve the balance of their sentence in extreme isolation; every year, roughly 2,000 people are released directly from the SHU back to the community.112 Prisoners in the general prison population nearing release undergo transitional programming, which assists with release plans and relevant documentation, including a resume, cover letter and letters of reference. Prisoners in extreme isolation, however, are barred from any transitional programming prior to their release.

Adrian will return home directly from the SHU in 2015. He wants to work in an office after his release, but he is worried that won’t be possible. “I have the ambition, but no preparation,” Adrian said. “I thought the goals of DOCCS was to help us ‘correct’ our wrongs. All they’ve done was lock many of us up in a cell. But the nightmare starts with the realization ‘I’m going home from the Box’ lacking any transitional services of all sorts. Me personally, I read to keep my mind busy & intelct growing! And I have a strong desire to never return to jail. But I need help from the ‘professionals’ that work for the state because it’s so obvious my ways aren’t quite the right ones.”

Tevin, who is serving a four-year prison sentence, will also return home directly from the SHU in 2014. He observed, quite obviously, that he is “not prepared” to return to society.
Confronted with long-term isolation and idleness, some prisoners succumb to depression. Daryl described careening from anxiety to depression while double-celled at Upstate:

>M[y] poor bunkie is going through hell in this cell with me. One minute I’m having an anxiety attack and hes rubbing my back telling me to calm down and the next I’m depressed as all bloody hell telling him listen I gotta make some incision on my arm to releas the pressure. Depression makes me irrational, though. I can’t control that emotion when it comes over me.

For Na’im, extreme isolation intensified his bouts of depression. Na’im attempted suicide after two years at Upstate. He recalled the sensation of “being in a cage all day” and thinking “what do I have to lose – I ain’t leaving the Box soon.” Overwhelmed by “a sense of hopelessness,” he thought, “you just can’t take it anymore, don’t care what happens.” Na’im is “absolutely afraid” that he might attempt to take his life again. Extreme isolation “makes depression harder to deal with,” he said, because there is “nothing to do to relieve stress.” In the SHU, depression just “builds up” until “you let it out with violence,” he said.

Other prisoners in extreme isolation commit acts of self-mutilation or self-injury, which constitute a violation of prison rules. Rule 123.10 dictates that “An inmate shall not inflict or attempt to inflict bodily harm upon his or her person.”

Prisoners who harm themselves in extreme isolation – likely due to the mental anguish caused by such conditions – may find themselves punished with additional SHU time.

Daniel, who at 52 has spent more than two decades in and out of extreme isolation, has a long history of self-mutilation. He has used razors, staples, envelope clasps and cigarette butts to inflict pain upon himself. He described the psychological toll the SHU has taken on him:

>With so little to do your mind rots with thoughts that are uncommon or unnatural and you wonder where the hell did that come from. It goes further than daily doldrums because a lack of any constructiveness only contributes to destructiveness and the Prison System is designed to make a person like myself and other unfortunate to self destruct become numb lose the sense of reality to the degree that any commotion at all is better than vegetating by letting hours pass without nothing on your mind or will to do anything.

Daniel has received 15 misbehavior reports for self-harm. The majority of these reports resulted in a formal reprimand, but the most recent resulted in a four-month SHU sentence.

Two in a Box

>“It’s two grown men in a small space.” – Miguel

Every day, roughly 2,250 men at Upstate and the SHU 200s wake up in extreme isolation with another prisoner, their “bunkie.” Double-celled prisoners experience the same isolation and idleness, withdrawal and anxiety, anger and depression as do prisoners living alone in the SHU. But double-celled, they must also endure the constant, unabating presence of another man in their personal physical and mental space. The detrimental effects of housing two people in a cell for 24 hours a day have been documented. The stories of double-celled prisoners provide a vivid and disturbing human counterpoint.
Cellmates must constantly negotiate a small and cramped space of roughly 100 square feet – about the size of a parking spot – that includes a toilet, open shower stall, writing platform and bunk beds. The unrelenting lack of privacy is the primary cause of tension, many double-celled prisoners say, particularly while showering or using the toilet. No curtain or barrier separates the shower from the rest of the cell, forcing prisoners to expose themselves to their cellmates while bathing. Similarly, no curtain separates the toilet from the rest of the cell; a prisoner urinating or defecating must do so in full view of, and mere feet away from, his cellmate. Daryl described, with equal parts amusement, irritation and disbelief, how one bunkie asked him to stand in the corner and sing whenever the bunkie used the toilet, both to mask sound and ease tension.

The lack of privacy grinds down prisoners’ patience. Small things that might normally go unnoticed suddenly become pronounced and grating. Marcus vividly described the pungent odor that permeated his cell when sharing the space with cellmates close in age. He observed that young men in their late teens and early 20s are still “going through changes, hormones” that left the cell “stink[ing] from bad odors.”

Some prisoners express that the lack of privacy hinders their ability to think. Kevin “need[s] solitude to get [his] thoughts together,” but is constantly distracted by his cellmate’s presence. For Miguel, this distraction disrupts any rehabilitative process. He stated that “double-celling makes it much more difficult to take personal responsibility for your own actions” because you find yourself constantly “reactive to your bunkie.”

Not surprisingly, many double-celled prisoners find it nearly impossible to establish or maintain healthy, positive relationships. Rather, these relationships are marked by frustration and antagonism, often devolving into violence or the constant threat of violence. Marcus, whose misbehavior reports document no prior violence, shared that double-celling resulted in several physical altercations. Sometimes, he would “want to fight just because of the close space.”
He explained that “the littlest things cause people to bug out.” Even if his cellmate “didn’t do nothing,” he would just get “so pissed off.”

Tevin, a self-described “neat freak,” discussed his frustration when his bunkies would “look in the mirror, as they brush their teeth, leaving toothpaste speckz on the mirror & all over the sink” or “blow their nose in the sink while washing their face.” After “constantly cleaning up after them & respectfully explaining that we both have to be mindful,” Tevin would eventually “get physical.” For Tevin, double-celling is a process of “built up irritation [that] leadz to provoked violence.”

Daryl experienced the unusual situation of double-celling with someone he “consider[ed] a close personal friend,” but the arrangement quickly unraveled:

To be clear, we did not fight for any other reason than that we found we simply could not get along while being locked together if locked 24 hours in a cell. I was having my problems & he was burdened by the fact that his wife had just died & with both our moods being dark & depressing all the time we didn’t mix well & after a few days I ended up attacking him.

One of Marcus’s bunkies was a “good dude” who reminded him of his brother. But Marcus still got “aggetated or annoyed ... when I [had] to share a shower day, shit while he [wa]s awake, or when we work[ed] out because it smell[ed].”

Some prisoners said that when they sensed that violence with their cellmate was imminent and asked corrections staff to intervene, staff refused to take any action. Chris explained:

First off they put you in a cell with just about anyone & you’ve got to just handle it. If you & your bunky don’t get along & tell the COs they

“video cameras recording everything inside and out of the facility, so you always felt you were being watched by Big Brother.”

One retired DOCCS staffer says that civilian prison staff have to watch their backs because trusted allies are few.

“I had to have two mouths and play it well,” he said. “For security, I had to be an inmate-hater to [prison staff], yet I played a different role when dealing with the inmates. It was always a balancing act.”

For another retired CO, the challenge wasn’t balance but separation.

“There’s a thin line between officer and inmate,” he said. “If they [prisoners] know they can rattle you, you’re gone – and you lose control.”

Two things that might help COs, Duprey said, are more education and wider exposure to diversity.

“Going into working with this kind of population, never having been further than 5 miles from home in these multicultural facilities, they’re not equipped to deal with it,” he said. “It’s easier to become a hard ass, to put it plain.”

The retired CO wrote that his tenure at Upstate, constantly on guard and in “serious mode,” changed his personality.

“I was a happy-go-lucky guy when I married my wife, but she tells me over the years I became more serious,” he wrote. “Lots of officers have gotten divorced, become drinkers or too rough and bossy with their family. The job changes you. You have to be on edge all the time.”

A third CO said officers know that inmates can “get at them.”

“They know, I have to choose a side to maintain my own safety,” he said.

The code of honor must be maintained by inmates and COs alike.

“I have to behave a certain way, even if I don’t believe in the culture,” he said.

“You have to go along [with the culture],” he said. “It’s brutal. It’s political. It’s not just inmates. You have to be known to be ‘one of us.’ What we do may not be 100 percent morally comfortable, but it could be your life.”

“There is no neutral on either side,” he said. “The blue has to stay with the blue.”
PUNISHED FOR SEEKING HELP

Time and time again, prisoners explained to the NYCLU that refusing to return their food tray was one of the only ways to get corrections staff to address a particular problem or concern. Locked into their cells, prisoners have few other options for summoning the attention of staff. Na’im described how he and eight other individuals on his gallery refused to return their trays to gain the attention of a CO. They sought to alert the CO that the “porter,” a prisoner on the gallery permitted to assist corrections staff, had refused to deliver food to several men. In response, all nine prisoners were charged with disciplinary infractions, and Na’im received the loaf for seven days.

tell us there is nothing they can do unless we are fighting & bleeding. So basically to avoid a problem & fight the CO want you to fight & then we get tickets.

When violent outbursts occur, prisoners can receive additional SHU time. Daryl’s physical altercation with his friend resulted in a misbehavior report – and two more months in the Box.

Culture of Deprivation

The deprivation of many basic necessities, including food, exercise and basic hygiene, compound the psychological effects of life in the Box. Such deprivations occur routinely as a matter of formal DOCCS policy – as additional punishment in the SHU – and as informal practice.

See It Online:
DOCCS restricts what prisoners can have in the SHU, from the number of underwear to the size of a bar of soap. For a list of property prisoners are allowed in the SHU, go to www.nyCLU.org/boxedin.

DOCCS policy officially sanctions the denial of basic necessities. DOCCS regulations permit “deprivation orders” stripping prisoners in the SHU of any “specific item, privilege, or service … when it is determined that a threat to the safety or security of staff, inmates, or State property exists.” No “item, privilege, or service” is exempt from a deprivation order, including “minimum standard items,” such as showers, recreation, clothing, bedding and paper (including toilet paper).116

Consistent with DOCCS’ overall disciplinary philosophy, which permits corrections officials to punish a wide range of offenses with extreme isolation, DOCCS grants corrections officials comparably wide discretion to impose deprivation orders. Deprivation orders must be reviewed daily and renewed every day after seven days. However, DOCCS regulations do not cap the total amount of time such orders may ultimately span.

At Southport, where prisoners are escorted from their cells for shower and recreation, deprivation orders stripping prisoners of these privileges are not uncommon. But Southport returns privileges one at a time, a week at a time. For example, Adrian was denied showers, recreation, cell-cleaning supplies and haircuts after a tier III misbehavior report for altering state property (his state-issued trousers) and having a weapon (the trousers’ “sharpened zipper”). After one week, Adrian received cell-cleaning supplies; after two weeks, haircuts; after three weeks, showers; after four weeks, recreation. All in all, Adrian
RECREATION RERAINTS

For their first 30 days in the facility, prisoners at Southport must wear handcuffs secured to a waist chain during recreation. After a minimum of 30 days without a disciplinary infraction, they may attend recreation without restraints. But if they incur an additional disciplinary infraction, they lose this privilege until they have again accumulated 30 days without a disciplinary infraction.\(^{123}\)

Not surprisingly, restraints make it almost impossible to engage in even the small modicum of exercise that the recreation pen permits. Tevin observed, “only thing I could do is stand up in the cage. There is no way of working out period.” Stephan similarly noted, “The only thing we could do during that hour is walk back and forth in the cage so I am not able to exercise.” Restraints make recreation particularly onerous in the winter. Being “force to stand out there handcuff around the waist with cuffs on my wrist,” Stephan explained, “I can’t put my hands in my pockets to warm up.”

Daniel received a deprivation order stripping him of clothing (save what he was wearing), bedding and towels after receiving a tier III misbehavior report for having property in an unauthorized area, refusing a direct order and obstructing visibility. Daniel had covered the window of his cell door with his shirt, in his words, “for the purpose of getting the area supervisor to appear.” After Daniel removed his shirt from the window, corrections staff entered his cell where they discovered towels hanging on a line from the end of his bed. Daniel’s deprivation order lasted approximately a week.

“The only thing Upstate works for is losing weight. It’s a starving diet.” – Kevin

DOCCS also authorizes the deprivation of nourishing, edible food as a form of punishment. Prisoners in the SHU who commit certain disciplinary infractions may be punished with a “restricted diet,” or what is commonly known as “the loaf.”\(^{118}\) The loaf is a “football-sized” brick of baked bread-and-vegetable matter, which the prisoner receives, with a wedge of raw cabbage and water, for every meal over the course of the punishment. Na’im, who received “the loaf” for one week, described it as a “hard, big piece of bread” that “you have to break … with your hands.” Donell described it as “something you’d feed a bird or dog.”

Samuel, who has received the loaf at Upstate, does in fact, “feed it to the birds outside,” from his recreation pen. But he doesn’t actually eat it. He and others choose to fast because they say eating the loaf results in painful constipation. Tevin, who has received the loaf several times, said that after eating it once, he “never touched it again,” living only on “water! literally for 7 days all 3 meals.”

DOCCS regulations acknowledge the serious dangers of food deprivation by requiring that prisoners on the loaf receive a medical examination “within 24 hours of the commencement of the restriction and daily thereafter during the period of restriction.”\(^{119}\) Yet several prisoners reported that these examinations did not occur. Tevin, for example, observed: “There is rules before being placed on the loaf, I’m suppose to see the nurse, so she could check my vitals, weight, to make sure I’m healthy enough for the loaf. None of that took place on my behalf.”

Just as minor misconduct can result in SHU time, minor misconduct in the SHU can result in the loaf. Prisoners in the SHU may receive the loaf as punishment for throwing food, committing “unhygienic acts” or refusing to return a food tray. Prisoners may also receive the loaf as punishment for “refusing to obey a direct order at the time of meal distribution,” covering virtually any misbehavior even if unrelated to food or hygiene. Finally, prisoners may receive the loaf for any infraction if they have already been sentenced to the SHU for the remainder of their prison sentence.\(^{120}\)
A person who receives a tier III misbehavior report in one of the circumstances above may also receive the loaf for up to seven consecutive days prior to the disciplinary hearing (“pre-hearing restricted diet”). Thus, the mere allegation that a prisoner has committed a particular infraction can trigger punishment even before he has been found guilty at the disciplinary hearing.\textsuperscript{121}

For refusing to return a Styrofoam cup, Tevin was put on the loaf for seven days prior to his disciplinary hearing. In Tevin’s words: “I refused to give it up, so I could have a cup to eat my oatmeal out of or my cold cereal, or drink water out of.” At the hearing, Tevin received an additional two days of the loaf – and two months of additional SHU time.

The denial of food also occurs as a matter of unwritten policy. Many prisoners experience the informal deprivation of food when a CO distributing food trays passes their cell without delivering their meal, an unwritten practice universally known as a “drive-by.” (More subtly, some COs deliver covered trays – visible on security cameras – that carry no food under the cover.) Hector described an extreme experience, where COs deprived him of food for several days:

Sometimes if the guard it is angry with the inmate do not give it the eat and put him under starvation. I personally already suffered those kind of violations and mistreatments. One time some of those guards did not feed me for four days and after a sergeant take care of that matter and made them to feed me those guards depriving me of food two more days.

Many men also consistently reported that COs deprive them of their opportunity for “recreation.” These deprivations occur both as a matter of official policy (as the subject of a deprivation order) as well as unofficial sanction.

“There is no rec. You just go from one cage to another.” – Daryl

Some prisoners refuse to participate in recreation because of the harsh environment of the recreation pens, which prisoners and COs alike describe as “human kennels.”\textsuperscript{122} Inside the pen, prisoners are surrounded by concrete walls or heavy metal grating, obstructing an open view of the sky. They are empty, barren spaces, smaller than the SHU cell itself.

Prisoners describe recreation as frustrating – there is little to do but pace – and terrifying. Marcus said that whenever he set foot in the recreation pen, he was assaulted by a cacophony of “guys screaming like crazy people.” Na’im described recreation pens filled with men “yelling and screaming about nothing,” which he concluded was “a product of the SHU.”

Even as they experience the deprivation of basic necessities, prisoners in extreme isolation may also face threats to their physical safety. Prisoners at Southport reported that incidents of staff-on-prisoner violence were common. Many incidents occurred while prisoners were being escorted to shower or recreation, the primary points of contact between staff and prisoners at Southport. Adrian witnessed COs assault his neighbor as they returned him to his cell:

“USE BUTTER”

DOCCS restrictions on prisoners’ possessions in extreme isolation force some men to request medical assistance for simple personal care. For example, several prisoners reported requesting ointment for dry skin, a minor but pervasive problem, particularly in the winter. Na’im requested ointment for his lips, which he described as “cracked to the point of bleeding.” He recalls the nurse responding, “We don’t give ... ointment here,” and recommending he drink water. “They’re basically saying because I’m in SHU I can’t receive ... ointment,” he said. Na’im resorted to “us[ing] margarine we get with our meals” as an emollient. Chris suffered a similar problem with his nose, which he described as “really dried out” with “open sores.” When he requested ointment during sick call, the nurse recommended he drink water. Chris persisted and asked to see a doctor. The doctor’s response: “Use butter.”
[S]till cuffed and chained being pushed into his cell from behind by officer [redacted] and followed by officer [redacted]. At which point they started to beat him up. A number of other officers came and the beating continued for a number of minutes. Finally a few sergeants arrived all action stopped.

Some Southport prisoners forgo recreation entirely in order to limit the potential for conflict with staff that could escalate into violence.¹²⁴ Na`im explained why he chose not to participate in recreation:

I have not been outside since my arrival and I have no intention of going to rec before my SHU release date. I’ve seen to many individuals get jumped by staff and receive extra SHU time just because. To avoid that I stay in so I can stay out of their way and leave when I’m supposed to.

The combined effects of extreme isolation and deprivation prompted many prisoners to express a desire for mental health counseling and treatment. In the SHU, however, meaningful treatment, like so much else, is elusive, if not altogether absent.

**Denied When Needed Most: Medical and Mental Health Care**

Studies have documented the culture of medical and mental health neglect that often pervades correctional environments of extreme isolation.¹²⁵ The provision of meaningful medical and mental health care in extreme isolation is made more difficult by barriers to confidentiality.¹²⁶ Prisoners recounted these realities to the NYCLU and detailed some of the consequences.

Prisoners in extreme isolation who have a medical problem, whether minor or serious, may not leave their cells to meet with medical staff. Instead, they must alert staff by submitting a “sick call slip” or, in an emergency, notifying a corrections officer. They must then wait until a member of the medical staff, accompanied by a CO, comes to their cell door. Once medical staff arrives, the prisoner must explain his problem through the locked cell door, sometimes huddling or crouching at the food slot and speaking loudly or shouting. Samuel described the situation as, “all medical care thru a door yelling back and forth.”

“You got the correction officers standing in front of the cell listening to you speak to the nurse about your medical concerns.” – Justin

Prisoners have described staff passing by their cells even when they have submitted a sick call slip. Donell wrote this grievance, which was denied, describing this experience:

On March 14, 2012, I filled out a sick call for March 15th morning sick call rounds. The description of the sick call I stated ‘I’ve been having a lot of sharp chest pains, I’ve been trying to deal with it but it seems like its getting worst & sometimes its hard for me to breath.’ When RN [redacted] … did sick call rounds she stoped at my neighbor cell to give him his meds & kept walking. I tried telling her I signed up for sick call & she totally ignored & didn’t acknowledge my statement.

Several people reported that unless they stand right at the cell door when the nurse arrives, the nurse will pass, without speaking to them.

Neglect is also the dominant theme of prisoner accounts of mental health care in extreme isolation. Some prisoners arrive in extreme isolation with pre-existing mental health diagnoses for which they must continue to receive counseling and treatment. Many others seek counseling and treatment while confined in the SHU. Whether receiving or seeking mental health care, prisoners consistently described the prevailing sensation of being “brushed off” by mental health staff.

Prisoners with mental illness who are on the “mental health caseload” go on regular and confidential “call-outs” to meet with a social worker and a psychiatrist. Even these prisoners, however, describe serious difficulty receiving appropriate attention.
At Southport, several people described their interviews with the social worker as “short conversations.” Trevor, who suffers from depression and paranoia, sees a social worker every two to three weeks. Trevor said the conversations consist of little more than two questions: “How are you?” and “Are you thinking of suicide?” He observed, “Short of attempting suicide one has to flip out and go to an outside source to get anything done.” Trevor did attempt suicide during a prior bid at Southport after he failed to receive the mental health care he felt he needed. For his suicide attempt, he received a misbehavior report and two additional months in extreme isolation at Southport. Reflecting on the suicide attempt, Trevor said: “It’s as though I am being forced to act out before they get up to anything – then they ask stupid questions like ‘why did you do that?’ This place is not built for [mental health] and we should not be here.”

Stephan, who also suffers from depression and paranoia, sees a social worker every six weeks. He described the conversation as lasting a “maximum of 15 minutes.” He noted that every time he attempts to discuss his mental health problems, the response is a “brush off.” In March 2012, Stephan attempted suicide. He explained that his paranoia was getting increasingly worse; it seemed as if “the chains getting tighter for rec, more shit-talking from COs, COs using racist slurs, playing with my food.” He concluded, “They are going to kill me anyway, might as well do it myself.” Stephan was placed on suicide watch at another facility for a few days before he was transferred back to Southport.

Interviews with a psychiatrist occur even less often than with social workers. At Southport, prisoners meet with a psychiatrist via teleconference – commonly referred to as “doc in a box” – which further attenuates the relationship between mental health professional and patient. Na’im, who suffers from depression and has attempted suicide, “sees” the psychiatrist once every three months. He observed that it was “hard to open up to a TV screen.” Trevor, who sees the psychiatrist every 90 days, similarly observed, “Video-conferences are non-personal and allow OMH doctor’s (and [OMH] as a whole) to dismiss inmates at any point and there is nothing the inmate can do about it.”

Aside from the roughly 600 prisoners in the SHU who are on the mental health caseload, prisoners who are not on the caseload, but who experience a mental health problem while in the SHU, must submit a written request or flag down a staff member on rounds. As in the medical context, confidentiality is nil: The prisoner must discuss his mental health problem within earshot of COs and other prisoners, provided there is an opportunity to speak with mental health staff at all. A number of prisoners at Upstate described long delays, sometimes of a month or more, before a request to speak with mental health staff was answered.

Several prisoners said that even when they caught the attention of a staff member, the ensuing exchanges were unproductive. Marcus tried several times to describe his feelings of anxiety, frustration and anger to mental health staff. He said that he found staff “don’t look you in the eyes” or “roll their eyes, look down the hall, act like they’re not listening.” He had hoped to have a “one-on-one conversation with someone where I could express my feelings” and receive “help finding different ways to deal with things.” He eventually gave up trying to receive help.

Daryl’s story, which documents sustained efforts to access mental health treatment in the SHU, is also typical of what others report. Two weeks after arriving at Upstate in November 2010, Daryl wrote a letter to OMH requesting mental health services. He described his feelings as “either wanting to explode for no reason or lay down and cry.” He could not concentrate and felt he was deteriorating daily.

In mid-December, Daryl’s first meeting with a mental health staff member went poorly. Daryl described having to yell through the door, his words reverberating around his cell. He explained that he had a history of mental health issues, including ADHD, and wanted to be able to focus, particularly on his studies. He felt the staff member was “evasive” and “mocking” and that “OMH was trying to talk me out of thinking I needed treatment.”

From December 2010 to March 2011, Daryl repeatedly wrote to OMH requesting assistance. He received no response. He continued feeling like a “nervous wreck” and that his life had “no substance, nothing to grasp onto.” On March 17,
In 2011, he flagged down a mental health staff member. He asked to see a doctor and to be placed on medication. Daryl recalled the staff member responding, “There is nothing wrong with you, get away from the door.”

Following this meeting, Daryl began writing many letters, to the Upstate OMH unit chief, to DOCCS officials and to prisoners’ rights advocates, explaining his desire to receive mental health services. On May 31, 2011, Daryl wrote to the Upstate OMH unit chief:

“I... am asking you once ‘again’ for your help in aiding me to receive mental help. My conditions is getting wors as time gos by & I have no way to ‘help myself’ with this matter. All im asking for is a chance to be heard & receive treatment for my mental ailments. On top of the fact that I have ADHD. I also have a learning disability. How am I suposed to make any progress? If somebody in your unit would actually listen to me I would have a chance to get better. My agitation & depresion at [OMH] failure to help me in anyway have already driven me over the edge twice now & I’ve now been in two fist fights. I have not been this adgitated or been in any fist fights prior to comming to this facility & the longer I go without help the wors I get. Please help me.

On June 21, 2011, Daryl’s cellmate wrote to the Upstate OMH unit:

I am not a doctor but I do know for a fact because he is my bunkie that not only do we discuss alarming incidences in his past, it is more than obvious that Daryl needs help right now. You even motioned to me through the locked cell door that Daryl is not quite right, and I nodded back in agreement.

What I really do not understand is that he (Daryl) most definitely seems to ‘want and need’ psychological help and you also apparently agree however, ‘no’ help is being afforded or offered to him (Daryl) by Upstate CF or DOCCS.

On August 23, 2011, in a letter to an attorney who had been assisting him in trying to obtain mental health services at Upstate, Daryl stated:

All I know is what im feeling & all I can do is relay that to the people who are supposed to be professionals. But the vibe im getting is that they just don’t give a fuck. It seems like we’re all just caged animals to these people & if we suffer, so what. I am an emotional & passionate person & im in physical & emotional pain 24 hours a day. So how do you think I take being treated like a dog? I live this insanity everyday. Theres empty promises of help just around a corner that never comes into view. Well im telling you now that I am a defeated man. The prison system has won. They broke me. I’m broken & defeated & all I want to do now is go to sleep. No pain, no insanity ... just blissful eternal rest.

A few days later, Daryl attempted suicide.
V. THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

New York has become trapped inside a Box of its own design.

Over the past two decades, New York has spent hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars building and operating a vast network of extreme isolation cells – without a comprehensive accounting of the impact of extreme isolation on prison safety, its effects on incarcerated people and corrections staff, or the costs when prisoners held in extreme isolation return to the general prison population or to their home communities.

New York’s abuse of extreme isolation represents a catastrophic distortion of an essentially acceptable practice. Separating violent or vulnerable prisoners from the general prison population is an important last-resort option for corrections officials. In New York, however, two decades of using extreme isolation as a one-size-fits-all disciplinary response has corrupted the legitimate use of prisoner separation beyond all recognition. New York’s use of extreme isolation as punishment is inhumane, regressive and counter-productive. It harms prisoners and corrections staff, while undermining, rather than promoting, prison and community safety.

New York’s decades-long use of extreme isolation makes ending the practice appear difficult or impossible. But there is ample guidance to help New York move towards humane and effective evidence-based corrections practice: Corrections officials in other states have dramatically reformed their use of extreme isolation while maintaining and improving prison safety. In addition, international human rights bodies and legal scholars are reaching the consensus that extreme isolation inflicts grave and potentially irreparable harm, and that its use is no longer legally defensible. Reflecting this consensus, groups like the American Bar Association have recommended the abolition of extreme isolation and promulgated standards properly constraining the use of prisoner separation.

With these guideposts in mind, New York must take immediate steps to end its use of extreme isolation: New York must (1) Adopt stringent criteria, procedures and safeguards for separating prisoners; and (2) Audit the population of prisoners in extreme isolation.

Findings

Finding No. 1: New York’s Use of Extreme Isolation is Arbitrary and Unjustified.

The NYCLU found that extreme isolation is too frequently used as a disciplinary tool of first resort. Corrections officials have wide discretion to impose lengthy periods of extreme isolation as a disciplinary sanction for a wide range of misbehavior, including minor and non-violent disciplinary infractions. The substantial discretion afforded to corrections officials means the SHU sweeps in many prisoners, including individuals – such as juveniles, the elderly, and people with mental health issues and substance abuse problems – uniquely vulnerable to conditions of extreme isolation. Such discretion also permits bias to corrupt the process for determining who receives extreme isolation as punishment, as suggested by the disproportionate number of black prisoners in the SHU.

Finding No. 2: Extreme Isolation Harms Prisoners and Corrections Staff.

The NYCLU’s study confirms what New York discovered nearly two centuries ago and what numerous scientific studies have concluded since: Extreme isolation causes grave harm.
Prisoners who communicated with the NYCLU reported experiencing some combination of apathy, lethargy, anxiety, depression, despair, rage and uncontrollable impulses. These anecdotal reports are consistent with the robust body of scientific evidence demonstrating that in otherwise healthy individuals, isolation causes measurable cognitive and emotional impairments, even over short and defined periods of time. These impairments inflict serious emotional and psychological pain on prisoners. Prisoners who are double-celled face the added, constant pressure of co-existing in confinement with a total stranger, violating norms of personal privacy and basic human dignity.

The NYCLU also found that the emotional and psychological harm experienced by prisoners in extreme isolation was compounded by the formal and informal deprivation of basic necessities, including food, exercise and basic hygiene. At the same time, the NYLCU found that prisoners buckling under the emotional and psychological weight of isolation and deprivation often lacked access to adequate medical and mental health care. Vulnerable prisoners, particularly those with mental illness, reported greater harm. Over the course of the NYCLU’s study, several prisoners attempted suicide or seriously contemplated taking their lives. Several others had previously attempted suicide or engaged in self-harm while confined to extreme isolation. Again, these accounts are consistent with scientific literature documenting the deterioration of prisoners with mental illness in conditions of extreme isolation.

For corrections staff, working in extreme isolation had lasting negative consequences, including persistent discord and stress that permeated their lives even outside the workplace. Staff reported that the SHU relegates them to performing menial functions, undermining their ability to maintain authority and increasing the likelihood of conflict. Moreover, gaps in basic education and training hamper the ability of staff to respond effectively to prisoners living in the difficult environment of extreme isolation. An atmosphere of distrust in the SHU creates a parallel culture of isolation among corrections staff, who fear retribution by isolated prisoners and potential exposure by peers. This distrust discourages staff from seeking help for their own mental health and emotional concerns and from intervening on behalf of prisoners.

Finding No. 3: Extreme Isolation Decreases Prison and Community Safety.

The NYCLU found that extreme isolation negatively impacted safety within the SHU. Consistent with the scientific literature, prisoners described how the psychological effects of extreme isolation resulted in uncontrollable outbursts of anger, rage and aggression against other prisoners and corrections staff. In particular, the practice of double-celling prisoners – some of whom were ostensibly separated from the general prison population for violent behavior – increased the risk of additional violent behavior between cellmates.

Vulnerable prisoners also reported that extreme isolation caused particular harms that led to decreased safety inside the SHU. Prisoners with mental illness reported severe emotional and psychological consequences, including self-harm and attempted suicide. Prisoners, including those with substance abuse problems, reported access to illegal and pharmaceutical drugs in the SHU, even as they were denied access to substance abuse therapy or treatment. Several prisoners noted that their personal drug use, particularly marijuana, increased while in extreme isolation in an effort to ease the intense emotional and psychological toll of living in the SHU.

The NYCLU also found that many of the negative effects of extreme isolation persisted when prisoners returned to the general prison population. After long periods in extreme isolation, prisoners reported that social interactions were difficult and challenging. They further found it difficult to control their emotions, reacting aggressively and violently to situations that would not previously have provoked such a response. Corrections staff similarly noted that
prisoners returning from the SHU to general population often struggled to respond appropriately to minor stresses or avoidable confrontations.

Finally, the NYCLU found that extreme isolation increased the potential for negative outcomes when prisoners return to the community. Extreme isolation results in the complete cessation of any rehabilitative activity. Many prisoners in the SHU reported progress in educational or vocational programming in the general prison population, but found those gains abruptly halted by their transfer to extreme isolation. Prisoners who were going to be released to the community directly from the SHU reported that their inability to access any programming – including transitional services that prepare prisoners for re-entry – left them feeling less equipped to return home and significantly increased their fear of reverting to behavior that resulted in their incarceration.128

**Alternatives: Reconsidering Extreme Isolation Across the United States**

New York is not alone in its unjustifiable use of extreme isolation. Across the United States, prisons and jails abuse extreme isolation. Several states, however, have recently undertaken a critical analysis of their use of extreme isolation, resulting in dramatic reductions in the number of prisoners held in these conditions without jeopardizing prison safety and security. These reforms provide a clear road map for rethinking the use of extreme isolation in New York.

The recent experience of three states is instructive. Mississippi, following a successful American Civil Liberties Union lawsuit, formed a task force in 2006 to evaluate the population in extreme isolation and the rationale for their placement there.129 In Maine, a grassroots political campaign urging reform of the state’s use of extreme isolation resulted in a year-long study commissioned by the state Legislature in 2010.130 In 2011, the Colorado Legislature similarly ordered an independent review of the state’s use of extreme isolation.131

Each of these states came to the conclusion that they were grossly overusing extreme isolation. Each responded by dramatically reducing the number of people confined in such conditions. In Mississippi, Deputy Commissioner Emmitt Sparkman explained:

> If you had talked to me before we started our project to reduce the use of segregation, I’d have told you that the majority of offenders in our long-term segregation were dangerous and a threat to staff and offender safety. But when we looked at their cases, we saw that many of the people we were holding in segregation were not a threat. They started with minor violations, were put in segregation, and continued with disruptive – but not violently disruptive – behavior.132

Mississippi ultimately transferred roughly 85 percent of people in extreme isolation back to the general prison population.133

In Maine, the legislature-sponsored study recommended sweeping reforms to the state’s use of extreme isolation, including dramatically reducing the number of men subjected to these conditions.134 Commissioner Joe Ponte, appointed in 2011, supported the study’s recommendations. Within his first few months as commissioner, Ponte reduced the population in extreme isolation by 70 percent.135

In Colorado, the legislature-sponsored study also reached the conclusion that the state was overusing extreme isolation. In particular, the study noted that only about 25 percent of prisoners had been placed in extreme isolation for injuring other prisoners or staff.136 As a result of the study, the Colorado Department of Corrections began reducing the population in extreme isolation. It has currently transferred more than 30 percent of the prisoners in extreme isolation back to the general prison population.137
Each state reformed its use of extreme isolation without adverse safety and security consequences. In Mississippi, Deputy Commissioner Sparkman noted, “when we started moving people to lower security levels, we found that there was no increase in violence.” Moreover, for those individuals who remained in isolation, the Department of Corrections “gave them more freedoms” and saw, as a consequence, “a huge decrease in violence.” Sparkman also observed that reducing the use of extreme isolation had “positive effects on staff too,” by “improv[ing] their work conditions.” He noted that in extreme isolation, “you typically have two-on-one escorts and use restraints, and there are continuous searches – and that’s a drain on staff.” With fewer men in extreme isolation, Sparkman concluded, “there’s much less stress on staff.”

Maine also experienced a decrease in violence, both in the general prison population and among the people who remained in isolation, as Commissioner Ponte observed:

We had to measure the outcomes. Did we increase inmate violence? And every measure we’ve had, first in segregation – the acting out, the use of chemicals, the use of force, use of restraint chair – those numbers have dropped significantly, so segregation is a better place. And then we took those measurements and looked at them in population – inmate assaults, staff assaults, use of force – did they increase after we limited the use of segregation to the more violent offenders? All of our data show us that the situation actually has improved and not gotten worse.

Similarly, Colorado has not reported any increase in violence or other disruptive activity.

The finding that reducing the population in extreme isolation has a neutral or positive effect on levels of prison violence is supported by experiences in other corrections systems. An inquiry by the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons, a bipartisan committee of experts, concluded that the increasing use of extreme isolation “is counter-productive, often causing violence inside facilities.” The Commission cited to evidence suggesting “diminishing returns in safety,” including a study of corrections systems in Arizona, Illinois and Minnesota, which concluded that extreme isolation had little to no effect on lowering overall violence. The Commission also cited to a study that suggested that corrections officers who work in extreme isolation “are more likely to be assaulted.” The Commission noted that while “[i]t may be that segregated prisoners ... pose a greater threat to officers ... it may also be true that harsh living conditions in segregation only exacerbate those tendencies.” It concluded that extreme isolation “is not the only option” and that “dangerous prisoners can be safely managed without isolating them in locked cells 23 hours a day.”

Mississippi, Maine and Colorado have also experienced significant economic savings as a result of reducing their use of extreme isolation. In Mississippi, the dramatic reduction in the number of prisoners in extreme isolation allowed the state to completely shutter its dedicated extreme isolation facility, saving roughly $5.6 million a year. Colorado’s reforms will allow the state to close one dedicated extreme isolation facility, saving Colorado taxpayers $4.5 million in fiscal year 2012-13 and $13.7 million in fiscal year 2013-14.

Maine also anticipates savings from the state’s reforms. Because prisoners in extreme isolation require additional supervision, reducing that population enables the state to use staff more efficiently, lowering overtime costs. Whereas overtime costs were between $1,800 and $2,000 per two-week pay period per officer before the reforms, Commissioner Ponte stated: “Now they’re running between $400 to 500 in a pay period. It’s a substantial reduction.”
The Vera Institute of Justice, an independent non-profit that conducts research and analysis of criminal justice systems, has similarly concluded that reducing the use of extreme isolation can benefit states. Through its Segregation Reduction Project, Vera is working to demonstrate “that it is possible for states to save money and achieve better outcomes by significantly reducing the numbers of prisoners held in segregation without jeopardizing institutional safety, and to create a model that can be adapted for use in many other U.S. jurisdictions.”149 Vera is currently working with state corrections agencies in Illinois, Maryland, New Mexico and Washington to assess and reduce their use of extreme isolation.

Extreme Isolation is Legally indefensible

Even as a growing number of states are undertaking a long-overdue, evidence-based analysis of their use of extreme isolation, international human rights bodies and legal scholars are reaching the consensus that the separation of violent or vulnerable prisoners should be used sparingly and under stringent controls and safeguards. Guidance from these sources makes clear that New York must radically reform how and when it separates prisoners.

New York is subject to international human rights standards contained in treaties ratified by the United States. The United States is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), which contain provisions specifically applicable to the treatment of prisoners.150 Both treaties prohibit torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.151 In addition, the ICCPR further requires state parties to treat prisoners “with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person” and to establish rehabilitation as the “essential aim” of incarceration.152
The Human Rights Committee (HRC) has found that conditions of solitary confinement may amount to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, in violation of ICCPR Article 7. The HRC has specifically observed that solitary confinement in the U.S. may violate the terms of Article 10, by incarcerating prisoners “in general conditions of strict regimentation in a depersonalized environment.” The Committee Against Torture has similarly noted that the practice of extreme isolation in U.S. prisons may violate that treaty by constituting “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”

The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture, an independent human rights expert, recently concluded that:

Given its severe adverse health effects, the use of solitary confinement itself can amount to acts prohibited by article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, torture as defined in article 1 of the Convention against Torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment as defined in article 16 of the Convention against Torture.

International human rights authorities are unanimous that solitary confinement should be an exceptional measure imposed as a last resort, for as brief a period as possible. International human rights authorities have also called for the blanket prohibition against solitary confinement for particular vulnerable populations, including juveniles and those suffering from mental disabilities.

These conclusions are echoed by mainstream legal scholars in the United States, including the largest association of American lawyers, the American Bar Association (ABA). In its Standards for the Treatment of Prisoners, the ABA recognized that:

Some dangerous prisoners pose a threat to others unless they are physically separated. But such separation does not necessitate the social and sensory isolation that has become routine. Extreme isolation is not about the physical protection of prisoners from each other. It is a method of deterrence and control – and as currently practiced it is a failure.

The ABA’s standards call for a complete abolition of conditions of extreme isolation. The standards also include a strict set of safeguards and protocols to ensure that prisoners are only separated when absolutely necessary, based on a demonstrable need for separation, and that separation is “for the briefest term and under the least restrictive conditions practicable.” The standards acknowledge that special care must be taken whenever separating juveniles and prisoners with mental illness, and that no prisoner with a serious mental health illness should ever be separated for longer than 30 days.

International human rights bodies, legal scholars and corrections officials in other states have concluded that the separation of violent or vulnerable prisoners should occur sparingly and under tight controls. To date, federal courts applying U.S. constitutional standards have accorded state corrections officials using extreme isolation an extraordinary amount of deference – deference that has contributed to the harmful use of extreme isolation across the United States. Courts must re-examine these conclusions, especially in light of the growing body of scientific and academic scholarship demonstrating that extreme isolation inflicts grave harm upon all prisoners and has a potentially detrimental effect on prison safety and security. New York’s systemic misuse of extreme isolation cannot indefinitely elude judicial review. New York should take immediate action to implement humane, effective and sweeping reforms.

Recommendations
Violent and vulnerable prisoners can be separated from the general prison population without extreme isolation. In New York, however, extreme isolation and prisoner separation have become inextricably intertwined. Under New York’s current regime, separating a prisoner – for reasons capricious or substantial – entails subjecting that prisoner to punishing physical and psychological deprivation.

New York must end its use of extreme isolation. This goal can be achieved by two practical steps: (1) adopting stringent criteria, procedures and safeguards for prisoner separation and (2) auditing the current population of prisoners in extreme isolation.

**Recommendation No. 1: Adopt Stringent Criteria, Procedures and Safeguards for Prisoner Separation.**

New York must adopt clear and objective standards to ensure that prisoners are separated only in limited and legitimate circumstances, for the briefest period and under the least restrictive conditions practicable. To achieve this objective, New York standards must incorporate the following major principles drawn from the ABA, ACLU’s National Prison Project, Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons and international human rights standards:

- **Use clear and objective criteria consistent with the limited and legitimate uses of separation:** New York must adopt standards and procedural protections that ensure that a prisoner is separated only when officials have proven through specific and demonstrable evidence that the prisoner: (1) is chronically violent or assaultive, (2) presents a serious escape risk or (3) otherwise poses a serious ongoing threat to prison safety and security or whose personal safety is at risk, while in the general prison population.¹⁶⁷

- **Create individualized plans for separated prisoners and conduct periodic reviews of prisoner separation:** Whenever a prisoner is separated, an individualized plan should be developed, which includes an assessment of the prisoner’s needs, a strategy for correctional officials to assist the prisoner in meeting those needs, and a statement of expectations for the prisoner to progress toward fewer restrictions and eventually return to the general prison population based on the prisoner’s behavior. A prisoner’s separation must be periodically reviewed to evaluate the prisoner’s progress under the individualized plan and to determine whether the prisoner continues to meet the criteria for separation. This review must include an ongoing evaluation of any harm the prisoner is experiencing as a result of the separation. If at any point it is determined that separation is no longer necessary or threatens the physical or mental health of the prisoner, it should be immediately terminated.

- **Account for prisoners’ vulnerability when deciding whether separation is appropriate:** When determining whether separation is appropriate, the particular characteristics of the prisoner and the potential effects of separation on that prisoner must be taken into account. DOCCS must give special attention to vulnerable populations, such as juveniles, the elderly, prisoners with mental illness or developmental disabilities, prisoners with substance abuse problems, monolingual non-English speakers, and prisoners with mobility, visual and hearing disabilities. It may never be proper to separate particular types of vulnerable prisoners. Certainly it is true that, as separation is currently practiced in New York, juveniles and persons with mental illness should be categorically barred from the SHU.

- **Establish a centralized, high-level and multidisciplinary body to review prisoner separation:** The decision to separate a prisoner according to the criteria above should be reviewed by a centralized body, appointed by the commissioner, which includes qualified mental health professionals, counselors and community supervision staff.

- **Ensure that conditions of separation are the least restrictive possible:** When prisoners are separated, the conditions of confinement should be the least restrictive possible. Meaningful human interaction and mental stimuli should not be stripped away. Pre-existing mental health treatment, substance abuse treatment, educational and vocational classes, and other rehabilitative programming should be continued whenever possible. Prisoners’ rights to adequate and confidential medical and mental health services should never be compromised. The practice of punishing prisoners with the deprivation of basic human necessities – food, recreation, hygiene – should be abolished. Double-celling should never be used in situations where a prisoner has been separated from the general prison population for violent behavior.
or potential vulnerability.

**Provide for transition when separation is discontinued:** When separation is no longer deemed necessary, the prisoner should transition back to the general prison population in a manner that best prepares the prisoner to successfully re reintegrate. If a prisoner will still be separated at the date of release from prison, the prisoner must receive transitional programming and be transferred to a less restrictive setting well in advance of release.

**Recommendation No. 2: Audit the Population of Prisoners in Extreme Isolation.**

Adopting stringent criteria, procedures and safeguards for prisoner separation will ensure that DOCCS’ future use of separation is appropriately constrained. But a significant number of prisoners currently in the SHU should never have been separated in the first place. Even in those limited cases where a pre-existing SHU sentence may have been initially appropriate under the criteria outlined above, the need for separation may have long since passed. Thus, New York should conduct a comprehensive, transparent audit of the current SHU population, including the following steps:

**Establish an independent audit committee:** New York should appoint an independent multi-disciplinary committee to audit DOCCS’ entire SHU population. This audit should identify which prisoners in extreme isolation do not qualify for separation consistent with the criteria outlined in Recommendation No. 1. DOCCS should transition these prisoners back to the general prison population and reduce the number of SHU beds accordingly.

**Ensure that audit process and results are transparent:** New York’s use of extreme isolation has been facilitated, in part, by the dearth of publicly available information about its use. The audit process and its results should be made publicly available. In addition, DOCCS should collect and publish data on a quarterly basis reflecting statistical and demographic information on the prisoners who have been separated from the general prison population, for what reasons and for how long.168

**Reinvest financial savings back into DOCCS:** New York has asked DOCCS to accomplish critically important public services – maintaining safe prisons and ensuring positive outcomes when prisoners return to the community – with far too few resources for far too long. DOCCS should retain control over any financial savings that accrue from reforming New York’s use of extreme isolation so that it can reinvest those funds in programming and staff.
EPILOGUE

New York’s use of extreme isolation exemplifies the costly mistakes that have afflicted other aspects of American criminal justice policy over the last few decades: Laws based on rhetoric and assumptions instead of evidence and analysis; policies hyper-focused on punishment at the expense of rehabilitation, to the point of compromising public safety; politics that discredit the humanity of those who commit crimes, sanctioning treatment that conflicts with our fundamental values and essential human rights.

Prisons are institutions remote from public view, rendering prisoners particularly vulnerable to mistreatment and abuse. They are “persons who most of us would rather not think about ... [b]anished” to a “shadow world that only dimly enters our awareness.” If prisons are opaque, the SHUs are virtual black boxes. It is no surprise, then, that the confluence of misguided approaches to criminal justice has manifested itself most demonstrably in the SHUs.

The mistakes we have made in subjecting so many to extreme isolation now offer us a critical opportunity. The NYCLU hopes this report, documenting the complex human experience in New York’s SHUs, will engender serious debate and ultimately lead to reform of extreme isolation. If we can bring light into the Box and fix the darkest corners of our prisons, we can surely replicate that success – using humane and effective evidence-based approaches – in other parts of our criminal justice system.
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DOCCS should withhold personal identifying information of separated prisoners to protect individual privacy and safety.
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